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Abstract
The analytical investigation of the natural insecticide pyrethrum has been
conducted. In this research, novel approaches were designed to yield either faster, or
more complete separation of the active pesticidal esters in pyrethrum extracts as well as
more complete conformational information of the structures of these compounds in
solution.

A combination of techniques was used:

micellar electrokinetic

chromatography (MEKC), nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), and
capillary electrochromatography (CEC). Using MEKC, an optimized separation of the
six pyrethrin esters was achieved in 25 minutes with 25 mM Tris, buffered at pH 9,
containing 30 mM SDS, 25% (v/v) acetonitrile, and an equal volume ratio of
acetonitrile/water sample matrix at a voltage of 25 kV. The use of 0.5% (w/v) polySUS enhanced resolution o f the pyrethrin esters and shortened the total analysis time
from 25 to 20 minutes, compared to the SDS mediated separation.

The optimized

MEKC results are compared to the HPLC separation o f these esters and show an
improvement in efficiency and total analysis time.

In order to deduce structural

information about the natural forms of the pyrethrin esters in solution, both ID and 2D
NMR data was correlated with Molecular Modeling calculations. The results indicated
that both pyrethrin I and II adopt a “chair” conformation in chloroform solution.
Additionally, the new separation technique o f capillary electrochromatography
(CEC) was used to develop novel strategies to separate both pyrethrin and the
tocopherol isomers o f vitamin E.

CEC shows much promise due to its ability to

separate similar compounds with high efficiency and short run times.

XV
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In order to expand the use of the chiral polymeric micelles used by our
laboratory to achieve chiral separations, stationary phases for use in LC and CEC were
designed with the monomer and polymeric micelle of sodium N-undecenoyl-L, L
leucyl- valinate (SULV).

xvi
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
P art I. A Brief Historical Account of Pyrethrum Insecticide
1.1. History and Description of Pyrethrum
Pyrethrum is a section of the genus Chrysanthemum and the family Compositae.
There are hundreds of species of Chrysanthemum, only three o f which are recognized by
the United States Department of Agriculture as being suitable for the manufacture of
insectidal powder.

O f the three chrysanthemums that are toxic to insects:

cinerariaefolium, roseum, and cameum, the first is commercially important due to the
higher levels o f pyrethrins in this species [1]. Pyrethrum cinerariaefolium is a glaucous
perennial growing 18 to 24 inches in height (Figure 1.1). The stems are unbranched and
slightly hairy, the leaves are petioled and finely cut, and the flowers are from 6 to 24 mm
in width and 0.070 to 0.300 grams in weight (Figure 1.1) [1]. The powdered flower
heads have a pleasant, characteristic odor and an acrid bitter taste.
The insecticidal use of pyrethrum flowers is thought to have originated in Persia
although when and how are lost to antiquity. Its preparation and use were a guarded
secret. Several writers agree that pyrethrum powder was introduced to Europe early in
the nineteenth century [ 1 ]. One version of how pyrethrum’s use and preparation were
introduced to Europe is that an Armenian merchant discovered the secret of its
preparation while traveling in the Caucasus. Another version is that military prisoners
revealed the secret to the Russians. A third and most intriguing version is of a German
woman who after picking the chrysanthemums for their beauty threw them into a comer

1
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A

3* \

Figure 1.1.

(A) Photo of pyrethrum cinerariaefolium and (B) flowers in different
stages of maturity (photo reproduced from Ref. 2).

2
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of her home once they had wilted. She noticed after a couple of weeks that there were
several dead insects surrounding the flowers. She connected the death of the insects with
the flowers and started a business manufacturing pyrethum powder [ 1 ].
The first place that grew and exported pyrethrum was Dalmatia now known as
Yugoslavia. Powdered pyrethrum was introduced to the United States in 1860. Shortly
thereafter, the whole flower was imported in order to prevent the addition o f powdered
stems. The fine powdered pyrethrum was popularized by the invention of an inexpensive
bellows-container and consumption increased from 600,000 pounds in 1885 to 3 million
pounds by 1919. Consumption of pyrethrum in the early years peaked in 1935 at 16
million pounds in part due to the development of liquid sprays of pyrethrum extracted in
kerosene [ 1].
Since the First World War prevented the further supply of Dalmatian pyrethrum
to the U.S., Japan took over the market.

The peak of pyrethrum importation that

occurred in 1935 was nearly completely of Japanese origin. At this time, Japan was
growing pyrethrum on 71,800 acres yielding nearly 28 million pounds! Likewise, after
the development, in 1928, of an easy assay to determine the active compounds in
pyrethrum extract, the Kenyan growers became interested.

An American botanical

company, the McLaughlin Gormley King (MGK) Company, played an integral role in
the history of insecticidal pyrethrum.

The MGK Company worked closely with the

African farmers noting early that they produced higher yields per acre. In 1933, MGK
purchased the first commercially produced Kenyan pyrethrum. By 1936, MGK was the
first company to pay higher prices for high active principle content based on the
chemical assay developed earlier [ 1],

3
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The Kenyans, understanding the power of internal organization, formed the
Kenya Pyrethrum Growers Association early in 1933. This organization created the Sale
of Pyrethrum Ordinance and a Pyrethrum Board to oversee the growing, processing, and
marketing of Kenyan pyrethrum [1].
After World War II, pyrethrum was dealt a fierce double blow-a surplus of U.S.
Army pyrethrum and the availability of a new powerful synthetic insecticide-DDT.
Kenyan pyrethrum production dropped from 7400 tons in 1945 to 1560 tons in 1948.
The refinement o f the “beer-can” aerosol container and the development of the synergist
piperonyl butoxide caused household pyrethrum use to rebound.

In the 1950’s the

Kenyans built a refinery to extract the flowers so that they could produce a concentrated
product that would be superior for storage and export. From this point on, only the
concentrated extract was exported [ 1 ].
The trends in pyrethrum production during the seventy’s and eighties reflect what
was occurring in the pesticide market (Figure 1.2). The ubiquitous usage of DDT caused
insect resistance as well as other environmentally unfriendly results and a decrease in the
usage o f pyrethrum. After DDT was banned in 1972, the usage of pyrethrum rebounded
due to its quick killing effect and the inability of insects to form resistance under normal
conditions. The effectiveness of pyrethrum was so complete that over 200 insectides
known as “pyrethroids,” synthetic derivatives of the active compounds in pyrethrum,
were developed in the early eighties [1]. These synthetic analogs caused pyrethrum
production to dip due to the shifting consumer usage of these insecticides. Pyrethrum
production increased in the nineties and projections estimate a continued place in the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

pesticide marketplace for these effective, all-natural, and environmentally friendly
pesticides.
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Figure 1.2.

Production of Kenyan pyrethrum flowers from 1970 to 1994 (Data
from Ref. 2).

1.2. Isolation and Characterization of Pvrethrum
The popularity of the pyrethrum insecticide sparked the interest of chemists as
well. Beginning in the early 1800’s, several scientists were working to determine the
active compounds in pyrethrum. None of these early attempts was successful. It was the
brilliant work of Staudinger and Ruzicka from 1910 to 1916 that would yield the
separation and structure of the two major insecticidal compounds-pyrethrin I and II. In
1924, the two chemists published the identification of the active insecticidal ingredients
of the extracts [3].

5
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By 1927, the first chemical assay method was published by Staudinger and
Harder [4] with a subsequently better assay being developed in 1929 by Gnadinger and
Corl [5].

This method was more practical and was therefore applied to the

standardization of commercial blends yielding more uniform effectiveness.
These early studies were only the beginning of years of scientific examination of
the composition of the pyrethrum flowers, biological activity, and separation of the
insecticidal esters. The many other constituents found in the extract of pyrethrum are
shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1.

Other constituents found in the extract of pyrethrum [6].

Constituent

Total Pyrethrins
Non-hydroxy fatty acids
Hydroxy fatty acids
Alkanes
Carotenoids
Sterols and triterpenols
Sesquiterpenes
Flavonoids
Chlorophylls
Certyl alcohol

Crude Extract (% w/w)

30-35

Refined Extract (% w/w)

50-55

20

12

20

8

4

0.4
0.04
3
unknown
unknown

0 .8

5
trace
trace
0 .1

0

unknown

unknown

The active insecticidal ingredients of pyrethrum are the esters pyrethrin I, II;
cinerin I, II; and jasmolin I, II. Figure 1.3 shows the structural differences between these
two “classes” of esters (i.e. Pyrethrin I = pyrethrin I, cinerin I, and jasmolin I; Pyrethrin
II = pyrethrin II, cinerin II, and jasmolin II). The three Pyrethrin I compounds have a
single ester functionality which links the tricyclic and pentyl ring systems together. They
differ from each other in the alkene side group attached to the five-member ring.

6
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Pyrethrins I:

Rt =» CH3

Pyrethrins II:

Cinerin L

r 2= CH3

Cinerin H:

Jasmolin I:

R2 = CH2 QH3

Pyrethrin I:

R2 -

Figure 1J .

Jasmolin II:

HC=CH 2

Pyrethrin H:

R,=

c

och3

R2= CH3

R2 “

CH2 CH3

R2 -

HC— CH2

Structures o f the six insecticidal esters of natural pyrethrum
extracts.

The Pyrethrin II compounds have an additional ester moiety attached to the threemember ring making these compounds more polar than the Pyrethrin I molecules.
The pyrethrins, once isolated from the plant extract, are clear, viscous high
boiling point gums that are both thermally and light sensitive.

The physical

characteristics o f the pyrethrins are reported in Table 1.2. Much of the basic physical
characteristics were determined in the early 1960’s [7-9]. The infrared (IR) spectra of
the pyrethrin esters have been determined by Elliot et. al. [8] and differ in that cinerin I

7
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and pyrethrin I show single absorption peak at 8.7 pm, whereas cinerin II and pyrethrin
II show two peaks at 8.5 and 8.7 pm. Pyrethrin I and II show an additional sharp peak at
11.0 pm, thus differentiating them from the cinerins.

In addition to the IR spectral

features o f the pyrethrins, the NMR spectra were determined by Bramwell et al. [10] and
are currently being studied with the new advanced two-dimensional NMR techniques
available today (i.e. studies reported in this dissertation).
The Pyrethrin esters have high knockdown (Pyrethrin II) and lethal (Pyrethrin I)
activity toward insects and exhibit low mammalian toxicity and short environmental
lifetimes [11]. Pyrethrin liquid, dust, and aerosol formulations are applied as household
and pet insecticides, in restaurants and food storage areas, and on crops. In addition,
pyrethrin also finds widespread use as an all-natural, organic insecticide for the control
of human lice and in mosquito repellent coils [6]. The pyrethrin esters are thermally and
light sensitive and therefore are more useful indoors as an insecticide. Popular from
antiquity to today, pyrethrin is being studied with renewed vigor, specifically due to its
natural composition, low mammalian toxicity, and lethal action toward insects.

1.3.

Chemical Analysis of Pvrethrum

Separation o f the six esters in pyrethrum has been achieved by chemical and thin
layer techniques, as well as gas-liquid and liquid chromatographic procedures [6]. The
first analytical techniques were chemical and divided into three categories: (A) the “acid
methods” in which the pyrethrins are saponified, followed by the isolation of the acid of
the original ester, (B) isolation of the semicarbazones of the pyrethrins followed by
nitrogen determination estimates, and finally (C) reduction methods based on alkaline

8
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Table 1.2.

Physical properties of pyrethrum.

M.W.

B.P. (°C) [8]

Pyrethrin I

328.4

146-148 at
2x1 O'3 mm Hg

1.5237

225

38,650

Pyrethrin II

372.4

196-198
7 xl0'3 mm Hg

1.5370

229

47,350

Cinerin I

316.4

136-138
8xl0’3 mm Hg

1.5064

223

21,000

Cinerin II

360.4

182-184
lxlO'3 mm Hg

1.5183

235

28,300

Jasmolin I

330.4

-

-

228

21,500

Jasmolin II

374.4

-

-

235

22,900

T] d [ 8 ]

^ ( n m ) [12]

[9]

Ester

e

copper solutions [6]. The acid method was further refined, utilizing an acidic mercuric
sulfate solution that reacts with the chrysanthemic acid formed.

The reduction to

mercurous sulfate was accompanied by a series of characteristic color changes that are
estimated by iodometry. This process is the basis of the mercury reduction method and
was made the first official pyrethrin quantification method in AOAC standard method
text [6]. In addition to the mercury reduction method, several additional wet chemical
methods were developed including the 2, 4 dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNP) test and the
ethylenediamine (EDA) test.
In an effort to simply the analysis of pyrethrins, an IR spectrophotometric method
based on the carbonyl band at 5.80

Jim

was developed [13].

At the same time,

chromatographic techniques were also being examined and both thin layer and Gas
Liquid Chromatographic methods were developed [14, 15]. Currently, qualitative and
quantitative separation o f pyrethrum esters is achieved by high-performance liquid

9
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chromatography (HPLC).

Several HPLC methods exist which can separate the

insecticidal esters present in natural pyrethrum samples [16-19]. HPLC is a popular
chromatographic technique used in industry due to its capacity for relatively fast,
reliable, and reproducible results on a variety o f sample matrices.

For this reason,

pyrethrum producers and chemical manufacturers currently use HPLC as a quality
control check.
Another technique that could provide qualitative and quantitative information
concerning pyrethrum samples is high-performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE).
HPCE is a powerful separation technique due to its high selectivity, high-resolution,
short analysis time, and economy of sample and reagent consumption. To date, there
have been no reported attempts to study pyrethrum using capillary electrophoresis (CE),
and only a few pyrethroid studies utilizing CE have been reported. These studies have
mostly involved capillary isotachophoresis (cITP), which requires cautious control of
separation conditions and is otherwise labor intensive [20-22]. Karcher and El Rassi
used HPCE to analyze the fluorophore tagged, base hydrolysis products of five popular
pyrethroid compounds [23]. Sevcik et. al. used micellar electrokinetic chromatography
(MEKC) with high SDS and y-Cyclodextrin concentrations to achieve partial separation
of some pyrethroid stereoisomers [24]. Currently, MEKC is one of the modes of HPCE
that effectively separates neutral analytes. The natural pyrethrum esters are non-racemic
neutral compounds (Figure 1.3) and therefore require the MEKC mode of HPCE to
achieve separation.

10
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Part II.

Background on the Techniques Used in this Dissertation
1.4. C apillary Electrophoresis

Electrophoresis has its origins in the 1800s, and a review by Vesterberg discusses
the early developments [25].

Tiselius introduced electrophoresis as an analytical

technique in his 1930 thesis describing the separation of blood plasma proteins [26]. For
his pioneering work, he was awarded the 1948 Nobel Prize.

Since the First

demonstration of electrophoresis, many different formats have been utilized including
gel and paper electrophoresis. In 1967, Hjert6n showed the possibility o f performing
electrophoretic separations using small diameter (300 (im) glass tubing and named the
technique Free Zone Electrophoresis [27]. Although electrophoretic separations were
developed using tubes, glass, and Teflon, it did not become popular as an analytical
technique until 1981 when Jorgenson and Lukacs showed the high resolving power of
electrophoresis using capillary columns [28],
Electrophoresis is defined as the movement of charged particles or molecules in a
conductive medium under the influence of an electric field [29].

Capillary

electrophoresis is one of several types o f analytical techniques that utilize electrophoresis
as the separation driving force. The term capillary electrophoresis refers to the group of
techniques that involve the use o f fused-silica capillaries and high voltage. Figure 1.4
lists several of these techniques.

Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), although not

directly used in this dissertation work, will be discussed since the theory and equations
form a basis for the other techniques utilized in this dissertation.

11
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CE
Capillary Electrophoresis

CITP
Capillary Isotachophoresis

CEC
Capillary Electrochromatography

MEKC
Micellar Electro kinetic
Chromatography

CZE
Capillary Zone Electrophoresis

CGE
Capillary Gel Electrophoresis

CIEF
Capillary Isoelectric Focusing

Figure 1.4.

Capillary electrophoresis techniques.

In CZE, small diameter silica capillaries (10-300 pm i.d.) are filled with a
buffered electrolytic solution. Sample is introduced into the capillary and an electric
field is applied. Since the surface of silica capillaries are composed of siloxane groups,
these can be hydrolyzed upon the introduction of base. The resulting silanol (Si-OH)
groups are ionized to negatively charged silanoate (Si-O") groups at pH above three
according to the following reaction:
SiOH + OH*

---------►

SiO* + H20 .

(1.1)

The negatively charged wall attracts positive ions in the electrolyte buffered solution
(Figure 1.5). As Figure 1.5 depicts, some of the positive ions will adsorb to the wall
forming a compact immobilized layer (Stem layer). The remaining ions are distributed
in the diffuse layer. This arrangement of ions in solution relative to the capillary wall
gives rise to the “Electric Double Layer”. When the electric field is applied, the cations

12
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EOF

+

mobile ions
Neutral ions

Diffuse Layer
[ Stem Layer

Capillary Wall

Figure 1.5.

Double layer formation on the capillary wall.
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in the diffuse layer migrate toward the cathode dragging the bulk liquid and thus
generate what is called “Electroosmotic Flow (EOF)”. The EOF is the driving force in
CE similar to the mechanical pumping force used in HPLC (Figure 1.6).
The velocity o f ions in an electric field is expressed by:

v = lieoE,

( 1.2 )

where v = ion velocity, p*, = electrophoretic mobility, and E = applied electric field. The
electric field is a function of the applied voltage and the capillary length and has units of
V/cm. An ion’s electrophoretic mobility is based on the inherent mobility of the ion
under a given set of conditions. The electrophoretic mobility of an ion is determined by
the electrical forces that the molecule experiences, balanced by the frictional forces. The
equation for ion mobility in terms o f physical parameters is:

li « = 70 7 C=T J -r ’

0-3)

where q = ion charge, r| = solution viscosity, and r = the ion radius. The EOF generated
by ion mobility is described by the equation:
f

r

\

(1.4)

V EOF ~

where

v EOf

= velocity, ( = zeta potential (double layer potential), and e = the dielectric

constant. Because the EOF is distributed evenly along the capillary, the flow profile is
essentially flat.

Figure 1.6 shows the differences in the flow profiles generated by

hydrodynamic HPLC pumps and that generated by EOF. The flat flow profile of EOF
reduces solute zone dispersion yielding high efficiency separations.

14
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EOF Pressure Driven Flow

r

Figure 1.6.

\

Comparison of EOF and pressure driven flow profiles
and their corresponding solute zones.

Another benefit o f EOF is that nearly all species regardless of charge are moved
in the same direction (under conditions where the capillary wall is negatively charged
which is called the positive polarity mode). Figure 1.7 depicts the mechanism of ion and
neutral separation due to EOF and ion electrophoretic mobility. Cations migrate toward
the detector due to both EOF and electrophoretic mobility. An anion migrates in the
opposite direction of the EOF, but the magnitude of the EOF is so much greater than that
of the anion’s electrophoretic mobility that all ions are moved toward the detector with
the EOF.

Neutral molecules have no electrophoretic mobility and are therefore

transported only by the EOF (Figure 1.7).
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High Voltage
Figure 1.7.

Separation of cationic, anionic and neutral compounds using a
potential gradient.

One of the many advantages o f high performance capillary electrophoresis is the
simplicity of the instrumentation.

Figure 1.8 represents the components of a typical

home built or commercially available CE unit. The basic CE contains a capillary, high
voltage power supply, electrodes, buffer and sample vessels and a detector.

Most

commercial CE units also have both capillary and sample temperature controls as well as
automation features. This simple instrumentation can be run in a variety of modes as
outlined in Figure 1.4. In this work only, Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography and
Capillary Electrochromatography were extensively used and will therefore be described
in more detail.
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High
Voltage
Capillary

Detector

Buffer
Solutions

Figure 1.8.

CE instrumentation.

1.5. Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography
The major limitation of CZE is the inability of this technique to resolve neutral
compounds from one another. Neutral analytes do not have inherent electrophoretic
mobility and thus migrate together with the EOF as depicted in Figure 1.7.

This

limitation was elegantly solved in 1984 by the seminal work of Terabe and co-workers
who developed the technique of Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography (MEKC or

17
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MECC) [30]. In Terabe’s work, an anionic surfactant (surface active agent, i.e. soap or
detergent) was added to the mobile phase providing an additional dimension to CZE.
The two properties of surfactants that make them useful in MEKC are the ionic or polar
head group and the hydrophobic hydrocarbon tail as illustrated in Figure 1.9. A polar
head group increases the surfactant’s solubility in an aqueous environment while the
hydrocarbon chains orient themselves toward the inside of the micelle providing a
hydrophobic environment.

Surfactant monomer

Micelle

Hyaropnooic ian

Figure 1.9.

The dynamic equilibrium between micelles and surfactant
molecules.

Surfactants are classified based on the nature of the head group and are
considered anionic, cationic, nonionic, or zwitterionic [31]. The two major factors that
control the dynamic equilibrium between individual surfactant molecules and the
formation o f micelles are temperature and concentration. Above a certain temperature
(i.e. intrinsic property of the surfactant known as the Kraft Temperature) and at
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concentrations above the critical micelle concentration (CMC), surfactants molecules
aggregate together to form micelles.

The process of micellazation is dictated by

thermodynamic and kinetic energy processes.

Micelles are lower energy structures

compared to the individual surfactant molecules in aqueous solutions due the high energy
o f interaction between water and the hydrophobic alkane chains of the surfactant. The
repulsive forces of the head groups act to limit the association of the surfactant
molecules. The balance of these opposing forces causes a dynamic equilibrium process
in which the micelles are constantly forming and breaking apart as depicted in Figure
1.9.
In an aqueous environment under micellar conditions, polar head groups are
oriented such that they are in maximum contact with water. Thus, the micelles most
likely assume a spherical shape since a sphere maximizes the surface area exposed to the
environment [32]. Figure 1.10 shows a two-dimensional representation of a spherical
micelle and the important regions of the micelle. The area from the center of the micelle
to the polar head group is called the palisade or core layer and is considered to have
properties o f a liquid hydrocarbon. The radius o f the palisade layer is approximately
equal to the length o f the hydrocarbon chain [33]. The region composed of the head
groups is known as the Stem layer and is only a few angstroms thick. The thick layer
with a high density of counter ions is called the Gouy-Chapman double layer. Although
a spherical orientation of the micelle in aqueous environments describes many of the
micellar system properties, it is now believed that at higher surfactant concentrations
(above the CMC), the shape o f the micelle changes from spherical to rod-like and finally
to lamellar shaped micelles [34].
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Figure 1.10. Important micelle regions.

The critical micelle concentration is another intrinsic property of each surfactant
and is dictated by the properties and size of both the hydrophobic alkane chain and head
group.

As the length of the hydrophobic chain increases, the CMC decreases.

Conversely, in the presence of organic solvents, the CMC increases. Branched alkane
chains cause steric hindrance that increases the CMC. The increased hydrophobicity of
nonionic surfactants causes them to have lower CMC values than ionic surfactants.
Since the determination of CMC is critical to understanding the characteristics of the
surfactant and micelle, several techniques have been developed to calculate this quantity
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including surface tension, turbidity, conductivity, NMR, CE, light scattering and
fluorescence [35-42].
In addition to CMC, the average aggregation number or number of surfactant
units that make up an individual micelle is another characteristic and important value.
The aggregation number defines the size and shape of the micelle. Several analytical
techniques have been developed determine this valua including diffusion, viscosity, light
scattering, ultra filtration, NMR sedimentation, and fluorescence [43,44].
Anionic surfactants have electrophoretic mobility in the opposite direction of the
EOF.

Neutral analytes partition between the micelle and bulk solution.

Therefore,

neutral compounds can be separated from each other by way of differences in
interactions with the micelle.
retained longer.

The more strongly interacting compound is therefore

The separation of analytes using micelles in MEKC is depicted in

Figure 1.11. The micelles behave as a pseudo-stationary phase in which the analytes
partition into the core o f the micelle. The micelles are in dynamic equilibrium meaning
they are constantly forming and breaking up into monomeric units as depicted in Figure
1. 11 .

Since the separation process in MEKC is essentially chromatographic, modified
chromatographic equations are used to describe the theory. The capacity factor, k',
describes the ratio of moles o f solute in the micelle to those in the mobile phase:
k ’ = (fr - t „ )

(1-5)

where tr= retention time o f the solute, to= retention time of the unretained solute (EOF
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Figure 1.11. Representation of the principle of MEKC.

marker), tm= micelle retention time, K = solute partition coefficient, Vs = volume of the
micellar phase, and VM= volume of the mobile phase. This equation differs from the
chromatographic capacity factor since it accounts for the movement of the pseudostationary phase (note: as tm becomes infinite, the equation reduces to the
chromatographic equation). Additionally in MEKC, neutral analytes elute within a time
interval defined by the retention time o f a solute that does not interact with the micelle
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(to) and the retention time o f an analyte that is completely solubilized within the micelle
(tm). Therefore only the time interval (tm-to) is useful for MEKC mediated separations
[20].
Resolution between two neutral compounds in MEKC is described by the
equation:

iR=

V /2Y « - l Y
{

X

4

a

k'2 '

[ z + K

( 1.6 )

1-

where N is the number o f theoretical plates and determined by the equation:
t:

N = 5.54
V

and

wi1'n*

V
(1.7)
/

K

( 1.8)

a - «
In the resolution equation, the first term accounts for the efficiency, the second the
selectivity and the third and fourth parts together account for retention.

Therefore,

resolution can be improved by optimizing efficiency, selectivity, and/or the capacity
factor. The capacity factor is most easily improved by varying the concentration of the
surfactant pseudo-stationary phase.

Selectivity can be manipulated by varying the

physical characteristics o f the surfactant (i.e. size, charge, structure). Several types of
surfactant used in MEKC are listed in Table 1.3.
As in chromatography, organic modifiers can be added to the running buffer to
alter the solute/micelle interactions. Organic modifier in the mobile phase decreases the
propensity of the analyte to enter the micelle, thus altering the selectivity. Conversely,
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the organic modifier can cause changes to the shape of the micelle, aggregation number
and critical micelle concentration.

Other variables can also affect the separation

achieved in MEKC including temperature, pH, and buffer additives [28].

Table 1 3.

Surfactants used in MEKC.

Surfactant

Abbrev.

Type

CMC

Aggregation
Number

Sodium dodecyl
sulfate

SDS

anionic

8.2

62

Dodecylammonium bromide

DTAB

cationic

14

50

Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide

CTAB

cationic

1.3

78

Dodecyl-(polyethylene-

B R IJ35

non-ionic

9x1 O'5

40

glycol[23])-ether
3-(3-cholamidoCHAPS
propyl)dimethylammonio3-propane sulfonate

zwitterionic 4.2-6.3xl0'3

10

Cholic acid

bile salt

2-4

CA

14

1.6. Chromatography
The Russian botanist Mikhail Tswett (1872-1919) is credited with being the first
to perform “Chromatography”.

Using calcium carbonate as a stationary phase and

petroleum ether as the mobile phase, he was able to separate colored pigments from plant
extracts. After the pigments were separated in the column, the calcium carbonate was
removed, sectioned and the pigments recovered by extraction.

Tswett named the
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technique “Chromatography” using the Greek words for “color” and “to write”. The
technique did not really become a prevalent analytical technique until 1931, when the
technique was used for biochemical separations. In 1941, the pioneering work o f Martin
and Synge established the importance o f liquid-liquid chromatography [45]. Their initial
work lead to the development o f the theory of chromatographic separations in which they
were awarded the 1952 Nobel Prize in chemistry.
The simple explanation of chromatography is that separation is accomplished by
passing a mobile phase free o f sample over a second phase that remains fixed, or
stationary. The sample is then introduced into the mobile phase. As the sample is moved
with the mobile phase, its components partition themselves between the mobile and
stationary phase as depicted in Figure 1.12.

The components of the sample whose

distribution ratio favors the stationary phase require a longer to pass through the system
(i.e. Xmin Figure 1.12).
Column and planar chromatography are two common approaches to bringing
mobile and stationary phase into contact with each other. In column chromatography,
the stationary phase is placed within a narrow column through which the mobile phase
moves under the influence o f pressure, vacuum, or pressure. In planar chromatography,
the stationary phase coats a fiat sheet of glass, metal, or plastic and is placed in a
development chamber containing the mobile phase. Since column chromatography is
currently a more useful and popular technique, and is most similar to Capillary
Electrochromatography discussed late in this chapter, it will be developed further here.
Sample is injected as a narrow band into the mobile phase at the beginning o f the
column of stationary phase. As the sample moves through the column, the solute
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Figure 1.12.

Representation of the principle of chromatography.

components begin to separate and the individual component*! begin to broaden and
develop a Gaussian peak shape. If the strength o f each solute’s interaction with the
stationary phase (i.e. solute distribution coefficient) is sufficiently different then the
solutes will separate into individual bands. This process is monitored with a detector
suitable for the analytes being studied placed at the end of the column. A plot o f the
detector’s response versus time o f volume of eluted mobile phase is known as a
“chromatogram”.
A chromatographic peak is characterized by its retention time and width at the
baseline. Retention time, tr, is the elapsed time between introduction of the sample to the
column and the maximum in the peak resulting from the analytes elution through the
detector. The baseline width o f a peak is determined by the intersection with the baseline
o f tangent lines drawn down from the inflection points of the peak. Baseline width can
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be measured in units of time or volume. Another chromatographic feature of interest is
the void time or volume and is a result of solute that migrates with the mobile phase and
is completely unretained by stationary phase.
The goal o f chromatography is to separate a sample into a series o f individual
components represented by chromatographic peaks.

Resolution is the quantitative

measure of the separation between two peaks, A and B, and is described by the following
equation:
R=

tr-B ~ tr-A

0.5(ws + w il)

-

JA *'

..

(

1. 9)

wB- w A

From this equation, it is clear that resolution can be improved by either increasing the Atr
or decreasing the peak width.

The retention time difference can be increased by

enhancing the interaction of the solute with the column or by increasing the column’s
selectivity for one of the solutes over the other. The peak width is dictated by kinetic
effects associated with the solute’s movement between the mobile and stationary phase.
These effects are governed by several factors collectively termed “column efficiency”.
Column efficiency describes the interaction of the solute with the mobile and
stationary phase respectively. The distribution of the solute, S, between these two phases
is described by:
( 1. 10)

where Sm is the concentration of solute in the mobile phase and Ss is the concentration of
the solute in the stationary phase. The partition coefficient, KD, and distribution ratio, D,
are also important mathematical descriptions o f the physical process of solute interaction
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and are defined as:

and

( 1. 12)

Another term describing column selectivity is the capacity factor, k', which is a measure
o f how strongly a solute is retained by the stationary phase. A solute’s capacity factor
can be determined chromatographically by measuring the column’s void time (i.e. the
time for an unretained analyte to pass through the column, 0 , the solute’s retention time,
tr, and using the following equation:
(1.13)
m

The ratio of capacity factors for two solutes can be used to determine the “selectivity
factor, a ” of a column and is defined by:
(1.14)

Another factor influencing column efficiency is band broadening. This process occurs
due to the continuous broadening (i.e. diffusion and interaction with the stationary
phase) of the initial solute zone as it moves through he column. In their Nobel Prize
winning work on the theoretical aspects of chromatography, Martin and Synge treated
the column as though it contained a series of discreet sections at which partition between
phases occurred [45]. These sectioned were called theoretical plate and defined column
selectivity in terms o f the number o f theoretical plates, N, or the height of a single
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theoretical plate, H, where:
(1.15)
Band broadening can be quantified using chromatographic quantities according to
equation (1.7) which is the same equation used in MEKC to describe band broadening.
Finally, the maximum number of solutes that can be resolved on a particular column is
known s the peak capacity, ric, and is described by the equation:

(1.16)

where V ,^ and V,™, are the largest and smallest volumes of mobile phase in which a
solute can be eluted and detected respectively.

1.7. Capillary Electrochromatographv
Capillary Electrochromatography (CEC) is a relatively new analytical technique
that combines features o f both capillary Liquid Chromatography and Capillary
Electrophoresis. The term electrochromatography was first introduced in 1943 by Berraz
to describe a form of paper electrophoresis [46]. The technique of paper electrophoresis
had previously been described by Strain who recognized the difference between
electrophoresis and electrochromatography [47]. The first use of electroosmosis as a
pumping mechanism was credited to Pretori us and co workers who showed the
possibility of using electroosmotic flow to drive solvent through an LC column [48]. In
Pretorius’ work, they used 75-125 (im diameter silica particles in 1 mm glass tubes and
showed the higher efficiency resulting from electroosmotic rather than hydrodynamic
flow.

Jorgenson and Lukacs, the pioneers of modem capillary electrophoresis also
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demonstrated the feasibility o f CEC using 170 pm i.d. glass capillaries and 10 |im
Partisil ODS-2 silica particles [49]. In 1983, Stevens and Cortes stated that the use of
particles smaller than 3 pm in CEC would result in EOF velocities that were too low for
use in electrochromatography [50]. They attributed these observations to overlapping
double layers. These discouraging results almost caused a halt in the interest of this
technique. Luckily, the work o f Knox and Grant reinvigorated interest in CEC [51-53].
They showed in theory and in practice that EOF should not be lessened when using small
particle packing material (< 3 pm).

They also laid the foundation for the routine

construction of packed capillary columns using commonly available laboratory
equipment.
As discussed earlier, the application o f an electrical potential across the capillary
creates the driving force known as Electroosmosis, which propels the solvent and solutes
through the capillary. As in LC, a stationary phase is immobilized within the capillary
and separation is based primarily on the differential interactions (i.e partitioning)
between this stationary phase and the mobile phase. By combining features of both LC
and CE, CEC can separate both neutral and charged solutes with the high efficiency
inherent to CE. Currently, the two common formats utilized in CEC involve separations
performed in capillaries filled with a conventional packing material or in open tubes that
are coated or bonded with a selective phase [54-68].
The technique of CEC has gained rapid scientific popularity in a short time for
several reasons.

It combines the well-characterized retention mechanisms and

selectivities of LC with the benefits of electroosmotic flow (EOF). This EOF generates a
plug-like velocity profile that yields high efficiency separations in contrast to the
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parabolic flow profile generated by LC [69]. The utilization of EOF in CEC rather than
pressure driven flow enhances the use of small particles. To date, most studies in CEC
have focused on the theory/mechanism [70-74], column packing strategies [75-79], and
operational parameters that control CEC performance [73, 74, 79-82].

Recently,

pharmaceutical separations [69, 72, 76-82], CEC-MS [73, 83-85] and CEC repeatability,
reproducibility, and quantification [72, 78, 86, 87] have been studied and have yielded
encouraging results for this technique.
CEC shares much of the same fundamental theory with CE.

Figure 1.13

represents a capillary packed with a silica support. Upon application of a potential, a
double layer is formed on the capillary walls and at the surface of the silica support due
to the presence of free silanol groups. In packed CEC columns, the EOF is generated in
the many inter-particle channels. However, the magnitude of the EOF is independent of
the channel size provided that the channel diameter is greater than 20 times the thickness
o f the double layer [19]. The linear velocity of the EOF in packed-CEC is described by
the following equation:

<7
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0£ r R T ~ \
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where a is the charge density at the surface and proportional to the zeta potential [£]; £<,
is the permittivity o f vacuum (8.85xl0*12 C2N~l|T2); e,. is the dielectric constant of the
mobile phase; R is the gas constant; T is temperature; c is the electrolyte concentration; F
is Faraday’s constant; T| is the viscosity of the mobile phase and E is the electric field
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Figure 1.13. Representation of the principle of CEC.

strength [88].

Based on this equation, the velocity of the elecroosmotic flow is

determined by the charge density on the surface o f the walls and particles exposed to the
liquid, the dielectric constant and viscosity of the mobile phase, the temperature, and the
buffer concentration. Using reasonable values for these terms assuming an unmodified
silica surface and an aqueous buffer solution at pH 4, the calculated EOF would be
between 0.8 mm/s for an electric field of lOOV/cm to 3.2 mm/s for an electric field of
400 V/cm [89]. These calculated velocities are the same magnitude of the flow rate used
in typical LC separations using 3-5 pm particles [89].
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Since the mobile phase velocity in CEC is comparable to LC, why is there such
higher efficiency (i.e. low zone broadening) in CEC? Several processes control band
broadening or peak dispersion in CEC: axial dispersion o f the solute in the interstitial
space, mass transfer in the mobile phase, and mass transfer with the stationary phase.
These contributions are expressed in the following van Deemter equation:

H = A + — + C v,
v

(1.18)

where H is the height equivalent of a theoretical plate and v is the ion velocity. The A
term accounts for “Eddy diffusion”. The second term accounts for band spreading due
to longitudinal diffusion and the C term arises from mass transfer resistances
encountered by the sample components in the retention process based on their
distribution between the mobile and stationary phase [76]. Wen et al. compared the
contributions of these terms to band broadening between CEC and (i-HPLC and
determined that the A and C terms were two to four times lower in CEC than in |i-HPLC
[90].

Thus, band broadening due to mass resistance and flow through the many

unaligned flow channels is more pronounced in pressure driven flow than in voltage
driven flow accounting for the parabolic versus flat flow profiles, respectively [90]. The
data in Table 1.3 represents a comparison of the plate numbers (i.e. theoretical
plate/capillary length) achieved using HPLC and CEC for comparable particle sizes and
column lengths.
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Table 1.4.

Plate numbers achieved using HPLC and CEC.
CapiUary HPLC*

CEC*

Particle
Size (pun)

Length (cm) plates/column

Length (cm)

plates/column

5

50

55,000

50

115,000

3

25

45,000

50

170,000

1.5

10

30,000

50

250,000

* From Ref. 90.
Another type o f CEC involves the use of open tubular columns (OTCEC) with
derivatized capillary walls. The EOF in packed columns will be lower than in open
capillaries for two reasons. Firstly, theEOF is reduced in packed columns since the interparticle channels are not in axial alignment. Secondly, the porosity of the stationary
phase can decrease the EOF by a factor of 0.5 to 0.7 [19]. In OTCEC, the theoretical
equations are slightly different than packed column CEC. The linear velocity of the EOF
in OTCEC is described by the following equation:
*W =—
where

-

(1-19)

is the electroosmotic velocity; e is the permittivity of the buffer solution; q is

the viscosity; £ is the zeta potential and E is the applied voltage. The band broadening in
OTCEC is described by the Golay equation:

{ 2° m)
{ u

J

_L (C (* )„ d t!» '| 4.

( C ( k ) ,d } u \

J

in which Dm and Ds are the diffusion coefficients o f the solute in the mobile phase and
stationary phases respectively; u is the linear velocity; dc is the diameter of the column; df
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is the thickness o f the stationary phase; and C(k)m and C(k% are the mass transfer
coefficients in the mobile and stationary phases respectively.

The mass transfer

coefficient in the mobile phase is affected by the flow velocity profile, which in OTCEC
is flat. Therefore, the plat heights are very much reduced in OTCEC as compared to
open tubular liquid chromatography (OTLC).
There are two factors in CEC that contribute to retention: (1) solutes
differentially interact with the stationary phase (i.e. distribution ratio) and (2) differential
migration based on a solutes’ electrophoretic velocity (jiq,). Only the first mechanism is
involved for neutral compounds and the separation is nearly chromatographic.
separation process is much more complex for charged analytes.

The

In these cases,

separation is considered to be both chromatographic and electrophoretic. Because these
two mechanisms are involved, the characteristic retention factor (k) used in HPLC does
not apply to this technique. Fundamentally, k describes the probability of the solute
being in the stationary phase to that of its being in the mobile phase. In CEC, a modified
retention factor (k*) is used:
✓

\

/

x

__ ‘P

k* = k
H eof

( 1.21 )

AI-EOF

v “-

where k is the retention factor caused by chromatography in CEC.

For neutral

compounds, m, is zero and the expression is reduced to that of a chromatographic
process.

For a charged unretained compound, k is zero and k* is related to the

electrophoretic velocity factor.
The absence o f pressure drops common in HPLC has stimulated the development
o f CEC. Smaller particles can therefore be used resulting in higher theoretical plates and
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faster analysis times. Since these small particles are not used in typical HPLC columns
(i.e due to back pressure), they are finding use in CEC. Unlike HPLC, packed columns
for CEC were unavailable commercially and therefore required that the investigator pack
them in the laboratory. Even though they are now commercially available, these columns
can be expensive and therefore, most investigators have developed protocols for in house
packing. The basic procedure for packing standard silica type material is outlined in
Figure 1.14. The detailed steps are elaborated in other chapters of this dissertation. By
developing in house packing procedures, new experimental stationary phases can be
examined.
CEC separations are influenced by a number of parameters including applied
voltage, mobile phase composition, type of buffer, column temperature, capillary
dimensions and type of stationary phase used. The stationary phase is considered the
most important and influential parameter and has been an area of much of the research
concerning CEC. Some typical stationary phase categories include silica gel, sol-gel
monoliths, organic polymers (continuous beds) and ion exchange materials. To date,
about 70% of the published research in CEC has been based on CIg modified silica gel
[91]. Conventionally, these C i8 bonded silicas are prepared by either monomeric or
polymeric surface modification (refer to Chapter 5 for a study of these two types of
phase preparation). The reported benefit of polymeric modification is the enhanced
shape selectivity of these phases over monomeric bonded phases [92].
Monomeric bonded phases are easy to prepare and are often endcapped for use in
LC to reduce the free silanol interaction with basic analytes. Endcapped phases are not
suitable for use in CEC since EOF is dependent on free silanol of the silica support.
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m e ta l frit & n u t

A) Pack with Stationary Phase

B ) Formation of first frit

C) Flush excess and settle bed

D) Formation of second frit

E) Flush excess
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F) Formation of detector w indow

/\
i

detector
Figure 1.14. Stationary phase packing procedure used for constructing CEC
columns.
Today, some manufacturers (Waters, Hypersil, etc) offer Qg phases designed for use in
CEC (i.e. no endcapping and lower surface ligand coverage) [92].

1.8.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Ever since the observation o f proton magnetic resonance in water [93] and in
paraffin [94], NMR has seen exponential growth and is now routinely used to not only
characterize the structure o f small organic compounds, but finds application in
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chemistry, medicine, materials science, biology and geology.

Recently, the newest

developments and applications of NMR have been reviewed [95]. Today, NMR is being
used to examine polymer systems [96], zeolite acidity [97], body fluid and tissue extracts
[98], and as a detector for chromatographic systems [99] to name a few of the many new
directions of NMR. A review of NMR history reveals the exciting changes that have
occurred and eludes to the many possible future directions of this technique (Table 1.5).
In order to understand the information yielded in NMR spectroscopy, a brief
discussion of the fundamentals will be discussed here.

All atomic nuclei can be

characterized by a nuclear spin quantum number, I, which can have a value of 0 or
greater in multiples of lA. Nuclei with 1=0 have no nuclear spin and therefore show no
nuclear resonance. Fortunately, the majority o f elements have at least one nuclide that
possesses nuclear spin.

The nuclear spin is the property that is exploited by NMR.

Spinning nuclei possess angular momentum, P, and the motion of the charged nuclei
gives rise to an associated magnetic moment:

H=y P,

(1.22)

where y is the “magnetogyric ratio” which is a constant for a given nucleus and is a
measure of how “strongly magnetic” it is (Figure 1.15a). Both the angular momentum
and magnetic moment are vectors and therefore have magnitude and direction. When the
nucleus is placed inside an external static magnetic field, B0, the magnetic moment of the
nucleus aligns itself with the external field (Figure 1.15b).

The nuclear magnetic

moment can only align itself in discreet orientations since the energy states involved are
quantized. When the nuclear magnetic moment aligns with the static external field, a
torque is imposed on the moment and causes the spinning nucleus to trace a circular path
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Table 1.5.

Brief history of NMR developments.

Decade
1940s

Achievement
Nuclear magnetic resonance of liquids and solids first noticed

1950s

Chemical shifts and spin-spin coupling constants developed and
used as structural tools

1960s

Signal averaging used to improve sensitivity
The application o f pulse-Fourier transform (FT) approach
The Nuclear Overhauser effect used

1970s

Combined use o f FT and superconducting magnet
Use o f computer controlled instrumentation

1980s

Development of multipulse and 2D NMR Techniques
Automated spectrometry

1990s

Pulsed field gradient for signal selection becomes routine
Design of coupled analytical methods like LC-NMR

2000 +

Flow injection techniques (i.e tubeless NMR)?
High sensitivity superconducting probes?

about the magnetic field or “precess” (Figure 1.15b). The angular frequency of the
processing nucleus is proportional to the magnetic field being applied and is described by
the equation:

2k

Nuclear magnetic resonance occurs when the nucleus changes its spin state due to the
absorption of a quantum o f energy whose frequency must match that of the processional
frequency, i.e.
AE = h

v A
2k

(1.24)

This energy is applied as a radio frequency (rf), which has an associated magnetic field
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component (Bi). The coupling o f the static magnetic field (B0) with the rf gradient field
transmits the energy to the nucleus causing a spin change (Figure 1.15c).
Most NMR experiments involve pulsing the rf or field gradient to excite the
nuclei.

The difference in the applied rf and resonance frequency of the nuclei is

determined by collecting a free induction decay signal (FID) as the nuclei are relaxing
back to their equilibrium state.

The FID signal is a collection of superimposed

exponentially decaying sine waves representative of the differences between the applied
and resonance frequencies. Finally, the FID is interpreted using Fourier transform (FT)
algorithms. The FT transform converts the FID signal in the time domain to a typical
NMR spectrum in the frequency domain. In this manner, one-dimensional NMR spectra
are produced in which frequency is plotted versus signal intensity.

Likewise, two-

dimensional NMR techniques involve the use of two frequencies versus signal intensity
and yield information about through-bond coupling, through-space coupling and
chemical exchange (Table 1.6).
The power o f NMR techniques is their ability to yield structural “conformation”
more so than “structural elucidation”.

In most laboratories, NMR techniques are

routinely used to characterize starting materials, intermediates, and final products of
chemical synthesis (refer to Table 1.6 for a description of several important NMR
Techniques).

Therefore, a common procedure for the NMR characterization of

structural information involves first the determination of chemical shifts and coupling
constants from the ID ‘H spectrum and determination of the carbon count and
multiplicity from ID 13C NMR. Next, several 2D techniques are used to yield J-coupling
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a)

Figure 1.15.

Atomic magnetic moment.
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Table 1.6.

NMR techniques and the atomic information they yield.

Correlation
Information
H

H

H

H

H

Principal Technique(s)

trr

I

Resulting

H- H COSY

Proton J-coupling typically
over 2-3 bonds

‘H-'HTOCSY

J-coupling within a coupled
spin system.

‘H -X HMQC
'H -X HSQC

1-bond heteronuclear
couplings

‘H -X HMBC

Long-range heteronuclear
coupling

2D NOESY

Through-space correlation

H

H

H

x- ------- X
NOE

1
H

1
H

x

X

relationships between the protons (lH-1H COSY), correlations over two or three bonds
(HMBC), and stereochemical configuration information (NOE).

By using the

information gained in several NMR experiments, complete conformation and
configuration information can be elucidated which makes NMR so powerful compared
to other analytical tools which can sometimes only provide a piece of structural
information.
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1.9. Molecular Modeling
In this work, molecular modeling was used as a theoretical chemical tool to
determine interatomic distances of pyrethrin I and II. What once was done with a slide
rule, pencil, and log tables is now routinely performed on any personal computer of
moderate power. There are many programs available today that can be used to perform
simple molecular structural and energetic calculations. Generally, molecular modeling
can shed insight into equilibrium properties such as average molecular structure,
hydrogen bonding patterns, temperature, and density. To measure these properties using
modeling, we usually apply a perturbation and see how the system responds.

The

accuracy o f how well the system is modeled depends on the simulation technique and the
force fields that are applied.
Although most computers make molecular modeling appear straightforward,
many complex algorithmic calculations are being performed to yield atomic or molecular
information. The general problem o f modeling is how to search the vast conformational
space for the global energy minima configuration.

Most graphical devices study

molecules in terms of fixed configurations even though at room temperature, molecular
systems are far from static.
Molecular modeling determines theoretical descriptions by utilizing the physics
of complex molecular systems. Molecular systems are simply made up of nuclei that are
negligible size and irrelevant internal structure and the electrons surrounding them. The
Bom-Oppenheimer approximation is used so that the nuclear and electronic motions can
be separated. Thus, a complex molecular system can be described as a system of point
masses moving in a potential field due to many body interactions. A typical molecular
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force field (i.e. effective potential) for an N atom system with masses m, (/= 1 ,2 ,...., N)
and Cartesian position vectors (i.e. r,) can be described by the following equation:
v (r„rJ,..ry )=

+ X
angles ^

bonds ^

+x^«fe-^r+x*.[i+cos(«0-s)]
torsions ^

dihedrals

(125)

+ l [ c , V.J)Ir,'2
, - c \ i , j ) / r,‘y + M , /( t e „ £ rr ,,) ]
painU.j)

The first term is the harmonic potential equation representing covalent bond stretching
along bond b. The second term represents bond angle bending in a similar fashion as the
bond stretching. The next two terms account for dihedral angle interactions. The last
term represents all nonbonding interactions composed of van der Waals’ and Coulombic
interactions. Equation 1.25 is a general force field equation of which there are many
variations.
In the SYBYL Tripos program used in this work, Molecular Dynamics (MD) and
Energy Minimization were used to achieve a representative global energy minima
structure for the compounds o f interest. Molecular Dynamics is a way of determining
molecular configurations at normal temperatures and discounting the behavior of
hydrogens [70]. In this technique, a trajectory (i.e molecular configurations as a function
o f time) o f a system is determined by simultaneous integration of Newton’s equations of
motion for all the atoms in the system using the equation:
d r2
,
■^r = mi: 1/*.,

(1.26)
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where i denotes the atom and F is the force described by the equation:
F, = ~ r- v (rx, rz ,..r v ).
or,

(1.27)

Energy Minimization involves searching conformational space by moving along the
gradient:
A/; = - ^ ( r „ r 2,...rv).

(1.28)

or,

Because this technique only moves downhill, the EM usually only determines local
minimum energy configurations.

In order to search all conformational space of

molecular systems with more than a few degrees of freedom, raising the temperature and
searching with MD has been shown to be very effective [100]. By using heating and
cooling gradients, the conformational searching does not become limited to local minima.

1.10.

Scope of Dissertation

In this dissertation, novel separation and characterization methods were
developed and optimized to study the natural insectidal esters of pyrethrum extract and
vitamin E.

The natural conformation of the pyrethrin ester in solution is poorly

understood. In addition, with Mass Spectrometry being increasingly used as a detector in
separation science, the separation schemes were developed to interface with MS in future
applications.

In Chapter 2, the separation o f the pyrethrin esters using Micellar

Electrokinetic Chromatography was developed and optimized with regard to applied
voltage, buffer composition, pH buffer type, and injection composition. A systematic
optimization procedure was used to develop a fast micro-based separation of the neutral
insecticidal esters of pyrethrum.
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Chapter 3 shows how a combination o f one and two-dimensional NMR
techniques can be used in conjunction with Molecular Modeling calculations to
determine the conformation o f molecules under a certain set of conditions. The most
interesting features of this approach are the correlation of atomic distances calculated by
molecular modeling calculations and the actual values determined by NMR techniques.
In Chapter 4, the application of a new capillary electrophoretic technique known
as Capillary Electrochromatography (CEC) was used to improve the separation of the
pyrethrin esters and provide an orthogonal separation approach to that of MEKC. The
CEC mediated separation was optimized with regard to column length and temperature
as well as voltage, and buffer composition.
Chapter 5 discusses the use of a new stationary phase in CEC based on C30 alkyl
chains attached to a silica support. This bonded phase was used to separate the isomers
o f vitamin E (tocopherol).

Both monomerically and polymerically bound stationary

phases were studied and compared for their inherent shape selectivity toward the
tocopherol isomers.
Chapter 6 highlights the current work o f developing a unique stationary phase for
CEC or LC based on monomeric and polymeric surfactant micelles similar to the one
(i.e. p-SUS) discussed briefly in Chapter 2. This stationary phase will combine the best
features of both MEKC with polymeric micelles and CEC with silica based stationary
phases.
Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions about the studies presented in this dissertation
as well as future research are discussed.

The results of these studies show how

development of novel separation strategies and use of many analytical techniques can
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yield informative data. The prospect of designing stationary phases for use in LC and
CEC from the chiral monomeric and polymeric amino acid based compounds studied in
our research group looks very promising.
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Chapter 2.
Comparison of Separation of Natural Pyrethrum Extracts Using High
Performance Liquid Chromatography and Miceilar Electro kinetic
Chromatography

2.1. Introduction
Separation of the six esters in pyrethrum has been achieved by chemical and thin
layer techniques, as well as gas-liquid and liquid chromatographic procedures [1].
Currently, qualitative and quantitative separation of pyrethrum esters described in the
literature is achieved by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

Several

HPLC methods exist which can separate the insecticidal esters present in natural
pyrethrum samples [2-5].

HPLC is a popular chromatographic technique used in

industry due to its capacity for relatively fast, reliable, and reproducible results on a
variety o f sample matrices.

For this reason, pyrethrum producers and chemical

manufacturers currently use HPLC as a quality control check.
Another technique that could provide qualitative and quantitative information
concerning pyrethrum samples is high-performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE).
HPCE is a powerful separation technique due to its high selectivity, high-resolution,
short analysis time, and economy of sample and reagent consumption. To date, there
have been no reported attempts to study pyrethrum using capillary electrophoresis (CE),
and only a few pyrethroid studies utilizing CE have been reported. These studies have
mostly involved capillary isotachophoresis (cITP), which requires cautious control of
separation conditions and is otherwise labor intensive [6-8]. Karcher and El Rassi used
HPCE to analyze the fluorophore tagged, base hydrolysis products of five popular
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pyrethroid compounds [9]. SevcQc et. al. used micellar electrokinetic chromatography
(MEKC) with high SDS and y-cyclodextrin concentrations to achieve partial separation
o f some pyrethroid stereoisomers [10]. Currently, MEKC is one of the modes of HPCE
that provides effective separation o f neutral analytes. The natural pyrethrum esters are
non-racemic neutral compounds and therefore require the MEKC mode of HPCE to
achieve separation.
In this work, a comparison of two pseudo-stationary phases [sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) and polymeric sodium N-undecyl sulfate (poly-SUS)] was desired. SDS is
a well-known anionic surfactant used as a pseudo-stationary phase in MEKC.

At

concentrations above the critical micelle concentration (CMC), SDS forms micelles that
provide a pseudo-stationary phase that can effectively separate neutral compounds based
on partitioning between the aqueous mobile phase and the hydrophobic interior of the
SDS micelles.

Recently, use o f micelle polymers in MEKC separations of neutral

compounds has gained much interest [11, 12]. These covalently stabilized polymeric
surfactants share common properties with their unpolymerized counterparts: similar
solubilization and conformation in an aqueous environment, as well as surface active
properties [11]. However, polymeric surfactants have the added benefit o f having a zero
CMC, which means that a greater range of concentrations can be explored as compared
to the monomer. In addition, organic solvents cannot disrupt the micelle formation of the
polymeric surfactant as can happen with unpolymerized surfactant.
Using SDS and poly-SUS as pseudo-stationary phases, we report the optimum
MEKC conditions for the separation of the pyrethrum esters. The MEKC results are
compared with traditional HPLC separations of these esters. In reporting this work, we
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examine the value of HPCE as a separation tool for the analysis o f industrially produced
chemicals as well as the potential use of achiral polymeric surfactants in the MEK.C
separation o f pesticides.

2.2. Experimental
2.2.1. Instrumentation
The HPLC separation of pyrethrum samples was performed on a Bio-Rad Model
2700 Solvent Delivery System connected to a Bio-Rad Model AS-100T HRLC
Automatic Sampling System, a Bio-Rad Bio-Dimension UV/VIS Monitor detector, and a
BioRad Model 2110 Fraction Collector. The system was controlled by a Bio-Rad HRLC
System Interface and ValueChrom HPLC System software. Two Waters pPorasil 125 A
iu pm 3.9 x 300 mm normal phase HPLC columns were connected in series to afford
optimum separation.
All micellar electrokinetic chromatography experiments were performed on a
Beckman (Fullerton, CA, USA) P/ACE Model 5510 capillary electrophoresis (CE)
instrument. This instrument contains a 0-30 kV high voltage, built-in power supply;
wavelength filters for 200, 214, 254, and 280 nm UV detection; and System Gold
software for system control and data handling. Separations were performed using bare
fused-silica capillaries (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ) of 50 pm i.d. and total
lengths o f 64 cm (60 cm to detector window). The outer polyimide coating was removed
from both ends o f the capillary in response to the observation that prolonged exposure to
acetonitrile damages the coating on the capillary. The capillary was thermostated to
room temperature by a fluoro-organic fluid.
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2.2.2. Materials
The natural pyrethrum sample (Riedel-de-Haen-“Pestanal”) used as a standard
for initial optimization was purchased from Cresent Chemical Co. Inc. (Hauppauge, NY,
USA). This sample was stored in its original tightly capped vials at 4°C in the dark.
Sub-samples were obtained by making various mg/mL (w/v) concentrations of
pyrethrum samples in HPLC grade dichloromethane (DCM)

purchased from

Mallinckrodt & Baker Inc. (Paris, KY, USA). The solvent system was composed of
equal volumes o f water saturated DCM and anhydrous DCM. The water saturated DCM
solution was made by mixing 1 part 18 Mf2 distilled water and 4 parts anhydrous HPLC
grade DCM. The aqueous layer was decanted, and the remaining water saturated DCM
was mixed with an equal part of anhydrous DCM.
The buffers tested as background electrolytes (BGEs) for MEKC were: sodium
tetraborate decahydrate (Na2B40 7 • 10 H20 ), sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2H P04), and
(Tris[hydroxymethyl]aminoethane: “Tris”) and all were purchased from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO, USA. All buffer solutions were made using 18 MO distilled water and the
pH was adjusted with 0.1 M HC1 or 0.1 M NaOH solutions.

The acetonitrile and

methanol were purchased from Burdick & Jackson (Muskegon, MI, USA), and isopropyl
alcohol was purchased from Mallinckrodt & Baker Inc. (Paris, KY, USA). All organic
modifiers were HPLC grade.

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was obtained from

Mallinckrodt & Baker Inc. (Paris, KY, USA). The polymerized surfactant poly-sodium
N-undecyl sulfate (poly-SUS) used in this study was synthesized using a procedure
reported earlier [12].
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2.23. Methods
The HPLC separation o f pyrethrum samples was obtained following the method
of Otieno et. al. with slight modifications to the sample composition and injection size
[3]. For optimum resolution, 10 (iL of 100 mg/mL pyrethrum in DCM sub-samples were
auto-injected into the system.

For collection of the HPLC fractions of a pyrethrum

sample, 50-200 |iL o f 100 mg/mL pyrethrum in DCM were injected at least ten times
and the peak fractions collected. The solvent was evaporated to approximately lmL
using nitrogen and the fractions were then analyzed by fast atom bombardment mass
spectrometry (FAB-MS) for mass identification of the fractions of the pyrethrum
samples.
Before MEKC experiments were performed, new capillaries were flushed for 4
hours with 1 M NaOH. At the beginning and end of experiments, the capillary was
flushed with 0.1 M NaOH for 15 minutes and 18 MO distilled water for 15 minutes.
Before each injection, the capillary was flushed with 0.1 M NaOH for 3 minutes and
with the running MEKC buffer for 5 minutes.

2.3.

Results and Discussion

23.1. HPLC Separation, and FAB/MS Identification of Pyrethrum
Figure 2.1 shows the HPLC separation of a Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum sample
(approx. 49% w/v total pyrethrins).

In the chromatogram, the six major peaks

correspond to the six insecticidal esters in the two classes: Pyrethrin I and Pyrethrin II
found in these extracts. The Pyrethrin II class contains a second ester functionality and
is therefore more polar than the Pyrethrin I class esters (Fig. 1.3). As expected, the
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HPLC chromatogram
pyrethrum standard.
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use o f a low polarity solvent (DCM) in a normal phase column resulted in the elution of
the least polar compounds first (i.e. Pyrethrin I class esters). Each peak was fraction
collected, mass analyzed, and spiked into a typical pyrethrum sample to determine the
identity o f each. Table 2.1 shows the mass spectrometric data used to match peaks with
each pyrethrin ester.

Because o f the trace amounts o f Jasmolin I and II in typical

pyrethrum samples, FAB/MS was not able to detect these esters. Therefore, the peaks
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representing Jasmolin I and II were assigned based on polarity considerations and by
comparison to chromatograms in the literature [3].

This method yielded excellent

separation at low concentrations o f pyrethrin esters in less than 50 minutes. The benefits
of such a method are obvious: 1) identification of the presence of the pyrethrin esters, 2)
collection o f individual esters (semi-preparative HPLC), and 3) quantification of the
esters in extracts or other matrices.

Table 2.1.

FAB-MS data for the pyrethrins in Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum
extract.
Parent Ion
(m/z)

Compound
Jasmolin I
Pyrethrin I
Cinerin I
Jasmolin II
Pyrethrin II
Cinerin II

Peak number
6
5
4
3
2
1

(This work)
-

328.1
315.9
-

372.2
360.4

(Ref. 13)
330.4
328.4
316.4
374.4
372.4
360.4

2.3.2. Optimization of the MEKC Separation of Pyrethrum Samples

We predict the elution order of the pyrethrin esters using MEKC to be reversed
compared to the normal phase HPLC separation because the aqueous solvent used in
MEKC is more polar than the SDS micelles. Based on a review of the literature, the use
of approximately 30 mM surfactant (CMC of SDS=8 mM), a pH of 9.0, and 10 mM
Borate buffer were reasonable conditions to first apply toward separation of the
commercially available pyrethrum sample [13]. However, under these conditions, all of
the pyrethrum esters elute simultaneously. Therefore, to optimize the separation of these
59
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six esters, a systematic investigation of the organic modifier type and concentration, pH,
type and concentration o f BGE, as well as SDS concentration was performed. The
HPLC fractions (the six pyrethrin esters) were individually spiked into extract samples
and separated by MEKC to identify which peaks represented each of the six pyrethrin
esters.
2.3.3. Tvne and Concentration of Organic Modifier
Since neutral solutes such as the pyrethrin esters are hydrophobic and structurally
similar, it is logical to add an appropriate volume fraction of organic solvent to the
aqueous buffer system. The use of organic solvent increases the affinity of the pyrethrin
esters for the aqueous mobile phase, improves their selectivity, and decreases their
partitioning into the pseudo-stationary phase (SDS micelles). From this point of view,
three organic modifiers: acetonitrile (ACN), methanol (MeOH), and isopropanol (IPA)
were added to the solution containing SDS micelles to alter the solvent strength of the
aqueous phase [14].
The electroosmotic mobility (p*,) inside the fused-silica capillary decreased
almost linearly with increasing amount of ACN, MeOH and IPA added to the BGE.
Seifar et. al. also reported a linear decrease in EOF with increasing ACN and concluded
that it was due to the zeta potential (Q since the ratio of dielectric constant to solution
viscosity (e e/q) remains fairly constant in the Cunningham equation, [p«,= (€€o/T|)Q,
where € 0 is the permittivity of free space [14-16].

Note that at equivalent volume

fractions o f organic solvent added to the BGE, the Pa, increases in the following order:
IPA<MeOH<ACN.
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Relative migration time ( t R/ t o ) versus % v/v (volume of organic
modifier/total volume) organic modifier for the solvents: a) ACN, b)
MeOH, c) IP A. Inset plot is to versus % (v/v) organic modifier.
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When ACN was used, the relative migration times

( t R/ t o )

of the pyrethrins first

increased to a maximum at 20% ACN and then decreased from 20-40% ACN (Fig. 2.2a)
even though the to value continually increased. In all electropherograms, the to was
determined by a first solvent disturbance (usually a negative peak), indicative o f a
refractive index change. The initial increase in migration times of the pyrethrum esters
observed at low ACN volume fractions could be attributed to a decrease in the zeta
potential at the capillary walls [15]. However, the high ACN concentration solvates the
hydrophobic pyrethrum esters and reduces their interaction with the micelle. The same
trend was observed for MeOH (Fig.2.2b) and is consistent with the results of other
investigations [17]. Conversely, IPA caused relative migration times of the pyrethrins to
decrease with increasing amount o f organic modifier (Fig. 2.2c).
The electropherograms of the pyrethrin separations show that when MeOH was
used (Fig. 2.3b), the more polar Pyrethrin II esters exhibited improved peak resolution.
Conversely, the Pyrethrin I esters were poorly resolved using MeOH compared to that
achieved using ACN (Fig. 2.3a). The same trend was observed when IPA was used (Fig.
2.3c). These organic modifiers (MeOH and IPA) were less effective (both resulted in
longer migration time and lower resolution) than ACN.

A comparison of the

electropherograms using each of the aforementioned organic modifiers in Figure 2.3
shows that ACN is the best choice o f organic solvent for separation o f the pyrethrin
esters.
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23.4. pH
A 5 mM Na2B40 7 /5 mM Na2H P 04 buffer was used so that the range of pH
between 7-10 could be studied. The running buffer solution contained 30 mM SDS and
25% ACN. Generally, at constant ionic strength, increasing the pH results in an increase
in EOF (i.e. decrease in

to )

and therefore shorter migration times of the analytes [13].

However, our pH study, which was not conducted at constant ionic strength, showed an
increase in

to

and t R/to from pH 7 to 8, a decrease from pH 8 to 9, and an increase again

from pH 9 to 10 (Fig. 2.4). These trends in

tR/ to

are more pronounced for the less polar

Pyrethrin I esters. Resolution is slightly enhanced at higher pH but at the expense of
much higher t R/to values. The best combination of resolution and relative migration time
occurs at pH 9.
2 3 3 . Type and Concentration of Background Electrolyte
Borate, borate/phosphate, and Tris buffer were compared as BGEs under similar
conditions to determine which resulted in the best separation of the six neutral esters.
First, 100 mM Tris was compared to the 10 mM borate and 5 mM borate / 5 mM
phosphate buffers.

Figure 2.5 shows the separation of a Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum

sample using these three buffer systems. The borate/phosphate buffer yielded excellent
separation and resolution of the first three peaks (i.e. Pyrethrin II), but did not separate
Pyrethrin I well. Comparison of the efficiencies of each buffer system indicated that
Tris had the highest overall efficiencies (Table 2.2).

The borate/phosphate buffer

yielded a higher efficiency for Cinerin I and the borate buffer had a higher efficiency for
Jasmolin II. Because o f Tris buffer’s low conductivity, all of the pyrethrin esters were
separated in the shortest time with high resolution.
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Relative migration time versus pH.

Table 2.2.

Efficiencies o f the pyrethrins in Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum extract.

Compound

Peak number

Jasmolin I
Pyrethrin I
Cinerin I
Jasmolin II
Pyrethrin II
Cinerin II

6
5
4
3
2
1

N
Tris
28000
27000
27000
15000
14000
19000

N
Borate/Phosphate
21000
19000
37000
14000
16000
11000
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Optimum electropherograms of the separation of Riedel-de-Haen
pyrethrum standard using three buffered sytems: a) 5 mM borate/5
mM phosphate, b) 10 mM borate, c) 100 mM Tris.
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Resolution was also greatly enhanced by optimizing the concentration of Tris
buffer. Figure 2.6 shows the tR/to values of the pyrethrin esters as a function of Tris
concentration.

The increased resolution of the esters at high concentrations of Tris

(above 100 mM) buffer was obtained at the expense o f very long migration times (ca. 72
min for Jasmolin I). Note that high concentrations (up to 100 mM) of Tris can be
conveniently used because its low conductivity does not contribute to joule heating.
Moreover, the high Tris concentration likely improved resolution by minimizing
interactions between the pyrethrin esters and the capillary walls, thus suppressing bandbroadening [13]. The best compromise between resolution and migration time occurred
at 25 mM Tris.
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Figure 2.6.

Relative migration time versus Tris buffer concentration.
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2.3.6. SDS Concentration
As the micelle concentration was increased, the probability of the analyte
partitioning into the micelle increased, causing both longer analyte migration time and
increased resolution. Therefore, the SDS concentration was varied between 10-40 mM
and plotted against

t R/to

values (Fig. 2.7).

Between 10-25 mM SDS,

to

remained

constant within experimental error. The sharp increase of to from 25-35 mM SDS is
most likely due to viscosity changes at these higher levels of SDS. Figure 2.7 illustrates
the enhanced resolution at higher SDS concentrations of 35 and 40 mM; however, the
latter peaks (Pyrethrin I) did not elute within a reasonable time period (200 minutes).
The best compromise between resolution and analysis time was achieved at the originally
chosen SDS concentration of 30 mM.
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Figure 2.7.
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23.7. Voltage
Varying the applied voltage from 5-25 kV showed that the best separation
occurred at the highest attainable applied voltage.

The electroosmotic flow and

electrophoretic velocity are both directly proportional to the field strength causing the
shortest analysis time at the highest applied voltage [18]. The resulting current, due to
the applied voltage, is linear throughout the range (5-25 kV) tested. Therefore, there is
no voltage-induced joule heating or temperature gradient in this range.
23.8. MEKC Separation of Pyrethrum Sample Using polv-SUS
Polymerized sodium N-undecyl sulfate (poly-SUS) was used in place of SDS
micelles to compare the separation of pyrethrum esters.

The optimized separation

conditions were used to determine if the use o f poly-SUS could achieve similar or
enhanced separation of the pyrethrins.

Figure 2.8 shows the series of MEKC

electropherograms for the separation of the Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum sample using
various percent (w/v) of poly-SUS.

At 0.25% (w/v) poly-SUS, all the esters were

sufficiently separated in under 20 minutes compared to the approximately 20-35 minutes
needed to achieve comparable separation efficiency and resolution using SDS.

Peak

splitting was observed in all pyrethrin separations using the polymerized surfactant. The
observed peak splitting could have been caused by a mismatch between the injected
sample (i.e. 100% ACN) and the running buffer (25% ACN/75% aqueous buffer). This
prompted us to perform a sample composition study. Figure 2.9 shows that an equal
volume ACN/water sample caused peak splitting to disappear.

The buffer type and

concentration, as well as pH, were varied in conjunction with 0.25% (w/v) polymerized
SUS but yielded no better separation than the optimized conditions (25 mM Tris, pH=9).
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23.9. Reproducibility and Detection Limits
In our study, the reproducibility of peak areas and retention times were
determined experimentally by comparison to an internal standard (Table 2.3).

Low

relative standard deviations (RSD) of the peak areas between 0.9%-3.5% were obtained,
indicating excellent run to run reproducibility.

Likewise the retention time

reproducibility (RSD) o f 0.9%-2.4% is excellent and therefore can be used for
identification of each pyrethrin on a run to run basis. The detection limits of the six
esters ranged from 1 to 14 ppm and, although higher than some HPLC techniques,
provide reasonably low detection limits for routine industrial analysis of concentrated
extracts.

2.4. Conclusions
The results of our studies show that MEKC is a viable technique for the
separation o f the pyrethin esters of typical pyrethrum extracts.

Our systematic

optimization revealed a distinct set of conditions (30 mM SDS, pH 9, 25% (v/v) ACN,
25 mM Tris, 25 kV voltage and an equal volume ACN/water sample) that yielded
excellent separation of these esters in a shorter time (ca. 20 min) than that achieved by
HPLC (ca. 50 min) (Figure 2.10).

The analysis time o f the pyrethrins was further

reduced using 0.25 % (w/v) poly-SUS (ca. 20 min). The ease of method development in
MEKC combined with the inherent advantages of CE (small sample and solvent
requirements, excellent peak area and retention time reproducibility, and modestly low
detection limits) make it a potentially excellent quality and quantity control method for
industrial application.
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Electropherograms of Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum standard at
various % (w/v) of poly-SUS: a) 0.10%, b) 0.25%, c) 0.50%, d)
0.80%, e) 1.00%.
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Table 23 .

Reproducibility of peak areas and retention times and the detection
limits of the pyrethrins in Riedel-de-HaSn pyrethrum extract.

Compound

Peak number

peak area
% RSD

retention time
% RSD

detection limit
ppm

Jasmolin I
Pyrethrin I
Cinerin I
Jasmolin II
Pyrethrin II
Cinerin II

6
5
4
3
2
1

1.8
3.1
1.4
0.9
2.9
3.5

0.9
1.0
1.4
1.9
2.2
2.4

1.4
14.1
2.3
1.1
10.6
2.4

m

m

t io ir

Figure 2.10.

Electropherograms of Riedel-de-Haen pyrethrum standard using the
optimum separation conditions.
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Chapter 3.
NMR and Molecular Modeling Study of Pyrethrin I and II
3.1. Introduction
Plants have been widely used as medicines or sources of medicinal compounds,
but few plants have gained importance as pesticides [1]. Pesticidal plants are utilized
mainly in two ways. First, the active compounds are isolated, identified, and chemically
synthesized. Second, the aqueous or organic crude extract from the plant is used by
farmers for organic farming in developing countries. The naturally occurring pyrethrins
continue to be ideal pest-control agents because they are potent insecticides and have the
desirable environmental properties of being both non-toxic to mammals and nonpersistent under all circumstances [2]. The six common pyrethrin esters are known to
exhibit widely varying activities against household flies, human lice, mosquitoes, crop
pests, and several ectoparasites that feed on pets [3,4].
Structurally, pyrethrins are derived from three alcohols: cinerolone (la),
jasmolone (lb) and pyrethrolone (Ic), and two chrysanthemic acid (Ila) and pyrethric
acid (lib) (refer to Figure 1.3 for structures) [5]. The chrysanthemates (pyrethrin I,
cinerin I, jasmolin I) are potent for insecticidal kill, whereas the pyrethrates (pyrethrin II,
cinerin II, jasmolin II) cause rapid knockdown. Specifically, the insecticidal activity of
pyrethrum extract is due mainly to the major components, pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II
[6]. O f the 16 possible stereoisomers of pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II, the two natural
forms probably have the highest insecticidal activity [7].

Therefore for biological

activities, it is important that only the pure, optical and geometrical forms are considered.
Some o f the major disadvantages o f pyrethrin extract are its thermal and photo
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instability. This instability is due to the presence of several chromophoric moieties.
Another problem is that standards for analysis of individual pyrethrins are not
commercially available. Therefore, content and purity of the components in pyrethrum
extract is usually determined by HPLC, GC/MS, and NMR spectroscopy [5, 6, 8, 9].
The advantage o f the NMR method is that only microgram quantities of the individual
components are needed in order to prepare reference standards. Also, as stated below,
modem 2D NMR techniques (e.g. combination of HMBC and NOESY) allow for the
complete identification of a complex mixture o f pyrethrins without resorting to physical
separation of the components.
The lH- and 13C NMR studies of pyrethroids with natural cis- and transchrysanthemic acid moieties are important for structural, stereochemical, and
conformational analysis [10]. Hitherto, the assignment of resonances for cyclopropyl
and gem-dimethyl groups of pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II has remained contradictory.
The present study uses various NMR strategies and molecular modeling calculations to
unambiguously assign all proton and carbon-13 resonances.
Pyrethrins are flexible molecules that continuously undergo fast conformational
interconversion processes in solution. Their conformational properties are likely to be
important in their mode of action against insects and bacteria [2, 11, 12]. NMR is
undoubtedly the most powerful technique for defining conformation of molecules in
solution.
fungicides

For example, with the aim of understanding the mode o f action of chiral
(e.g. diclobutrazol,

paclobutrazol, and triadimenol),

their preferred

conformations in solution have been deduced using the Karlpus equation [13]. To date,
the assignment o f the resonances for cyclopropyl (Me-5 and Me-6) and vinyl gem-
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dimethyl groups of the natural pyrethrins has remained contradictory [7, 8, 10]. In this
study, we used both molecular modeling (MM) and high field NMR spectroscopic
methods to definitely determine the conformations o f pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II
molecules in solution. The analytical process involved the complete assignment of the
'H NMR spectra for each molecule using 2D 'H -lH correlation spectroscopy (COSY).
Next, the vicinal ‘H-1!! coupling constants

(3Jh-h)

were determined. The conformations

o f the molecules were determined by substituting the 3Jh-h values into the Karplus
equation, which relates 3Jh.h with the corresponding dihedral angles [14, 15]. Finally,
the concerted use of 2D NOESY and HMBC experiments provided unambiguous
assignments of the cyclopropyl and vinyl gem-dimethyl groups o f pyrethrin I and II [1618].

3.2. Experimental
3.2.1. General
Pyrethrum flower concentrate (bulk no. 9819-4) was a gift sample from the
Nakuru Pyrethrum Board o f Kenya. Vacuum-liquid chromatographic (VLC) separations
of pyrethrins were performed on silica gel (MN Kieselgel) following the protocol
described by Rugutt et al. [19]. TLC analyses were performed on precoated silica gel
(Sil-G 25 UV2S4) plates having a layer thickness o f 0.25 mm. The TLC plates were
developed using ethyl acetate:hexane (40:60 v/v) and made visible by spraying with a
solution prepared by dissolving CoCl2*6H20 (2g) in 10% aqueous H2S 0 4 (100 mL) and
heating (at about 100 °C) until colored spots appeared. NMR spectra of samples (5 mg)
contained in 5 mm outer diameter tubes were recorded in the deuterium locked mode
without spinning to reduce Ti noise. Deuterated chloroform (CDC13; 8h 7.24 ppm, 8C
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77.0 ppm) dispensed from sealed ampoules was used as solvent. Chemical shifts are
expressed in 5 (ppm) scale down field from TMS (internal reference standard).
coupling constants (J) are given in Hz.

The

Proton chemical shifts are given with two

decimal points in order to make certain distinctions for signal assignments especially
concerning the H-9 and H-10 of pyrethrin I and Ha-5' and H-3 of pyrethrin II.
3.2.2. NMR Spectroscopy
The 'H, 13C, 'H-'H COSY, and NOESY spectra were recorded at 298 K on
Bruker AMX 400 MHz. COSY experiments were carried out using the acquisition
parameters: recycling delay (D l), 1.5 s; dummy scans (DS) = 4; number of scans (ns) =
64; DO increment, 3 ps; spectral width in F2, 2400 Hz, and in FI, 1200 Hz; temperature,
298 K [20]. The data sizes were 512w in FI and IK in F2, and the data were zero-filled
in FI before subjecting to 2D Fourier Transformation to yield a lK x lK data matrix. The
resulting spectra were then processed using a sine-bell window function in FI and F2
(WDW = s), and the data diagonally symmetrized.

The COSY contour plot was

recorded in the absolute value mode (MC2 = M). The ‘H-’H NOESY spectra was
recorded using the following parameters: 512x512 data matrix size; time domain (td) =
512 in FI and 1024 in F2; D l = 2s; DO = 3 ps; ns = 96; mixing time (tm) = 800 ms [16].
Assigned peaks in the NOESY spectra were consecutively classified into three
categories: strong (S), medium (M), and weak (W), representing inter-proton distances of
3.0, 3.5, and 4.5 A, respectively [21]. Literature pulse sequences were used for HMBC
experiments [17,18]. HMBC: data matrix size; td = 512w in FI and 1024 in F2; rd = 2s;
ns = 64; DS = 16; DO =3 ps; the VCh low pass filter was set to 3.48 ms, and the delay for
the evolution o f long-range coupling was set to 100 ms.
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3.2.3. Computer Molecular Modeling (MM)
In the present study, the NMR NOESY spectra of pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II
showed through space intramolecular interactions between several hydrogens that
warranted a molecular modeling investigation. Conformational analysis was performed
on a Silicon Graphics Iris 4D/20 workstation using SYBYL 6.3 (1991) molecular
software. Unfortunately, neither pyrethrin I nor pyrethrin II yields crystals for X-ray
studies. Therefore, a search o f the Cambridge Crystallographic Database (CCD) did not
yield crystal structures. The structure of pyrethrin I whose stereochemistry has been
partially determined (Figure 3.1, trans C3-C7; Cl-R; Cl'S) was used as a starting point
for energy minimizations [7, 8]. In addition to these stereogenic sites (Cl-R and Cl'S),
there is another chiral center at C3 and a cis, trans double bond site (C8'-C9'). Using the
Build/Edit function o f SYBYL 6.3, two isomers {(3R, 1R, I'S, 8'E) and (3R, 1R, l'S,
8'Z)} of pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II were constructed based on the NMR data collected
in this work.

The isomers were then minimized using Gasteiger-Huckel charge

assignments and 100,000 iterations. The minimized structures were further subjected to
approximately 25 Dynamic Annealing runs using various temperature regimes and
Gasteiger-Huckel charge assignments. When the conformational energy converged (no
lower energy determined), the lowest energy conformer was analyzed. The hydrogenhydrogen distances of interest were calculated using the “Measure” function of SYBYL
program. When the distance was between hydrogen and a methyl group, an average of
the distances between the lone hydrogen and each of the methyl group was determined
and reported.
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Figure 3.1.
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Structures of the natural pyrethrins with atom number assignments
for NMR interpretation.

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. One-Dimensional (1D1 NMR Studies
In this report, conformational studies of pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II were
performed using 2D NMR spectroscopy and molecular modeling in order to define and
compare the similarities and differences between them. Fortunately, the arrangement o f
functional groups in the flexible framework of pyrethrin esters causes most protons to be
highly resolved. The high-field lH- and n C NMR resonances (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) were
compatible with the structures (Figure 3.1).

Dramatic and diagnostic differences

occurred in the upfield regions of the ‘H NMR spectra (Figure 3.2). Figure 3.3 shows
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the 2D 'H -’H COSY spectra used to assign the peaks in the lH NMR spectrum. The l3C
NMR spectra of both pyrethrin I and II were complicated by the occurrence of
resonances due to other pyrethrins. To clarify conflicting assignments of resonances for
cyclopropyl and vinyl gem-dimethyl groups, several 2D NMR experiments were
performed.
Table 3.1.

Summary of the major results of ‘H and 13C and HMBC correlations
of pyrethrin I.

Position

4l3c

Mult."

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
r
r
r
4'
5'

34.5
29.0
32.9
172.2
22.0
20.3
120.7
135.8
18.4
25.5
72.9
165.3
141.9
203.6
42.0

CH
Cb
CH
Cb
ch3
ch3

CH
Cb
ch3
ch3

CH
Cb
cb
cb
ch2

6'

14.0

ch3

r
8'
9'
10'
11'

21.6
126.8
130.3
131.5
118.2

ch2

CH
CH
CH
ch2

fiattachedpj

HMBC correlations

1.40 d

C-5, C-7, C-8

-

-

2.08 dd

C -l.C -4, C-6

-

-

1.14 s
1.25 s
4.89 d

C -l, C-2, C-3, C-6
C-9, C-10

-

-

1.71 s
1.72 s
5.65 d

C-7, C-8
C-7, C-8

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Hp, 2.85 dd;
Ho, 2.25 dd
2.04 s

C-2', C-4'

3.12 d
5.36 dt
6.04 dd
6.72-6.81 m
Ha, 5.175.23 dd;
Hb, 5.32 br

C-3', C-4', C-8', C-<

-

C-2', C-3'

-

-

aCarbon multiplicities determined through DEPT [22]. Assignments based on HMBC
[18]. </hz o f vinyl protons: 7 \ 8' = 7.64; 8’, 9’ = 10.81; 9', 10’ = 6.38; 10', 1l'a = 10.54;
10', 1115=16.79.
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Table 3.2.

Summary of the major results of *H and 13C and HMBC
correlations of pyrethrin n.

Position

Al3C

Mult.a

dattachedp|

HMBC correlations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1'
2'
y
4'
5'

35.7
29.6
32.9
172.3
22.3
20.4
138.9
143.0
30.5
168.1
51.8
73.4
164.9
142.2
203.5
41.9

CH
Cb
CH
Cb

C-5
C-10
C-7, C-10
C-10
C-5'
C-2', C-4'

6'
r

14.1
21.7

1.75 d
2.21 dd
1.24 s
1.31 s
6.47 d
1.95 s
3.74 d
5.66 d
Hp, 2.92 dd;
Ha, 2.23 dd
2.04 s
3.13 d

8'
9'
10'
11'

126.7
130.4
131.5
118.4

ch3
ch3

CH
cb
ch3

cb
c h 3o

CH
cb
cb
cb
ch2
ch3
ch2

CH
CH
CH
ch2

5.35 dt
6.05 dd
6.73-6.82 m
Ho, 5.185.23 dd;
Hp, 5.27 br

C-2', C-3', C-4'
C-2', C-3', C-4'
C-8', C-9'
C-9'

“Carbon multiplicities determined through DEPT [22].bAssignments based on HMBC
[18]. Jhz of vinyl protons: 7 , 8' = 7.63; 8’, 9' = 10.83; 9’, 10' = 6.36; 10', 1l ’a =
10.58;10\ i r b =16.82.
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.400 MHz ‘H NMR spectrum of pyrethrin I.
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3.3.2. Two-Dimensional (2D1 NM R Studies
For the first time, a combination of HMBC (Figure 3.4) and NOESY (Figure 3.5)
experiments provided unambiguous assignments of the resonances for cyclopropyl and
vinyl ge/M-dimethyl groups o f pyrethrin I and II.
provided long range ‘H-13C coupling

( V c. h ;

The HMBC (“inverse COLOC”)

n =2-4). Figure 3.4 shows the processed 2D

HMBC spectrum for pyrethrin I. The signals of quaternary carbon atoms were easily
assigned (Tables 3.1, 3.2) since the HMBC spectrum exhibited cross-peaks, which
correlated non-protonated carbon atoms to protons (two, three, and four bonds away).
Two-dimensional NOESY experiments allowed simultaneous through-space
connectivity o f all protons to be established. In a typical 2D ‘H-'H NOESY spectrum
(Figure 3.5), the cross-peaks represent NOE and indicate that the protons, correlated by
diagonal peaks, exhibit close spatial proximity (usually less than 5.0 A) with each other.
The standard ‘H NMR spectrum appears on the diagonal, while the NOE enhancements
appear as off-diagonal peaks.

The three-dimensional (3D) relationships between

hydrogens were determined through ‘H-'H NOE measurements. This is because the
magnitude o f the NOE is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the interproton
distance in space (INoe a r -6) [23]. The off-diagonal cross-peaks of NOESY spectra
arise from the coupled dipolar relaxation of nuclear spins. NOE cross-peak between two
protons indicate that they are within a distance of 5A and exhibit through space coupling
with each other. Both pyrethrin I and II molecules are of intermediate size and undergo
relatively rapid tumbling with a correlation time, tc of approximately 10‘10 s [24].
Therefore, to overcome the slow rate o f NOE buildup and the low intensity of cross
peaks in the NOESY spectrum, a long mixing time of 800 ms was used. Phase cycling
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and small random fluctuation (5%) of mixing time were employed in order to effectively
suppress COSY 7-coupling cross-peaks due to zero quantum (ZQ) and double-quantum
(DQ) coherence transfers (e.g. in PI, the H9', -H8' cross-peak at {fl;f2} = (6.04, 5.36}
ppm is significantly reduced).
The 2D lH-lH NOESY experiments recorded in CDC13 also led to assignments of
chiralities on all stereogenic centers. The continued observation of cross-peaks in all
NOESY spectra at different mixing times (between 400 and 800 ms) indicated that they
were not due to artifacts. The fact that pyrethrin I and II undergo cisftrans isomerization
at ambient temperature is supported by NOE data (Table 3.3 and Figure 3.6). The cross
peak connectivities from methoxy group to H-6' and Ha-11' protons of pyrethrin II
indicated that the two groups are in close spatial proximity and share a cw-relative
orientation.

The NOEs from H-3 to H-8' and from H-5 to H-9' gave clear further

structural information.

Interestingly, the NOE cross-peak patterns for pyrethrin I

molecule were similar to those of Pyrethrin II. The methyl groups o f cyclopropyl and
vinyl gem-dimethyl groups were unambiguously assigned using the NOE cross-peaks:
Hp-1 of pyrethrin I is spatially near H-5P while H-9 of PII is spatially near H -lp. The
NOE cross-peaks due to spatial coupling between the Ha-11' proton and both H-9 and H10 protons of pyrethrin I clearly indicated that the molecule, on an NMR time scale,
adopts a folded “chair” conformation in chloroform solution. Figure 3.6 represents the
through space correlations determined from the 2D ‘H-!H NOESY experiments.
To further explain the NMR NOE data (Table 3.3), both pyrethrin I and II
molecules were modeled and the energy-minimized structures analyzed.

Recently,

molecular mechanics (MM) calculations have been utilized in predicting biologically
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Figure 3.4.

(a) The 2D IH-13C HMBC map of pyrethrin I. (b) Up field region of
HMBC map of pyrethrin I.

active conformations of natural products [25].

Elliot and Janes et a l performed

preliminary studies on the preferred conformations of pyrethroids using the Dreiding
models [12].

Because most structure-activity studies have not yet yielded specific

information about conformation(s) adopted by pyrethrins at the receptor sites of insects,
our use o f modem MM has offered some fresh new insights [26]. Many conformations
are possible for flexible molecules such as pyrethrin I and II.

Therefore several

reasonable structures were subjected to energy minimization using the computer program
SYBYL. It is interesting to compare the two (8'E and 8'Z) conformations of pyrethrin I
and II deduced from the NMR NOE data.

As can be seen from Figures 3.7, the

calculated conformations of the natural forms (8'Z) of pyrethrin I and II have different
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(a) The 2D ‘H-1!! NOESY map of pyrethrin I. (b) Upfield region of
NOESY map of pyrethrin I.

geometries. Both the 8'E and 8'Z conformations of pyrethrin I have about the same
energy, whereas one conformer (8'E) of pyrethrin II is about 3 kcal/mole less stable. The
methoxy group of pyrethrin II increases the energy by about 1.6 kcal/mole. Table 3.4
summarizes some structural data (energy and selected distances) obtained.

3.4.

Conclusions

The detailed 'H -'H NOE measurements in corroboration with molecular
modeling calculations o f pyrethrins I and II provided a complimentary approach to the
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unambiguous assignment o f structural conformation in solution of the pesticidally active
pyrethrin I and II compounds. This study highlights the future potential of combining
molecular mechanics studies with actual analytical techniques to deduce molecular
conformation under a certain set of conditions.

The power of 2D NMR techniques

coupled to theoretical calculations is just beginning to be realized in biological research
as well as pharmaceutical drug discovery studies.
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Table 3J.

Some Im portant NOE Correlations of pyrethrins I and n.

Compound

Proton

Shows NOE with

Pyrethrin I

H-7

H-5 S, H-6, S

H-6'

H-l O', S

H-9'

H-5, W

H -5 'a

H-9 & H-10, W; H-5, M; H-6, M

H-5'P

H-6, S; H-5 M; H-9 & H-10, M; H-8', W

H-5

H-9 & H-10, M; H -l’, W; H-6’, M; H-8’,
W; H-9', M; H-10', M; H-3, W; H-5’a , M;
H-5'P, M

H-6

H-9 & H-10, W; H-6’, M; H-7, S; H-8' M;
H-5'a, M; H-5'p

H -9& H -10

H-5, M; H-6, M

H - ll’a

H-9 & H-10, W; H-6', W

H -ll

H-1, S; H-6', S; H-6, M; H -11 'a, W; H-1',

Pyrethrin II
W; H-5, M; H-6', M
H-5'P

H-5, W; H-6, S; H-1,W; H -9,S

H -l'

H -l, W

H-3

H-8', W

H-8'

H-5 & H-6, W

H-9’

H-5, W; H-6', W

H-7

H -l, M; H-9, M; H-6, M

H-3

H-8', W; H -ll'a, W

S = strong NOE. M = medium NOE. W = weak NOE.
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Figure 3.6.

Diagnostic spatial correlations observed in the 2D 'H-'H NOESY
spectra of pyrethrin I and n .
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Ball and stick molecular structures of (a) pyrethrin I and (b)
pyrethrin II based on molecular modeling calculations.
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Table 3.4.

Minimum energy conformations of pyrethrin I.

Pyrethrin I

Protons

Selected Distances (A)
3R, 1R, l'S, 8'E
3R, 1R, l'S, 8'Z

H7-H9
H7-H10
H7-H5
H7-H6
H9-H5
H9-H5'
H5-H9
H5-H6’
H6-H5'
H6-H8'
Hal l'-H 9
H10-H6'
H1-H9
Hl'-HlO
H5'-H5
Energy (kcal/mole)

4.01
3.10
3.88
5.19
7.92
4.48
4.96
7.54
5.95
8.65
6.35
5.01
7.55
9.03
7.23

4.01
3.10
3.09
4.53
9.80
6.43
5.56
7.94
5.86
9.37
3.14
4.61
5.68
8.34
7.08

102.87

102.70
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Chapter 4.
Separation of the Insecticidal Pyrethrin Esters by Capillary
Electrochromatography
4.1. Introduction
The six pyrethrin esters are insecticidaily active compounds found in the plant
Chrysanthemum cinerariaefolium. Pyrethrum extract is the insecticidal ingredient in a
variety o f formulations used for household, agricultural, and industrial pest management.
Regulatory requirements and quality control considerations have driven the need for
better, faster, cheaper ways of determining the presence and quantity of pesticides in
different formulations.

A variety o f methods have been developed to address the

determination o f pyrethrins in pesticide formulations including spectroscopy, titration,
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, gas chromatography (GC), and high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [1-5]. Among these techniques, GC and
HPLC have been the most popular and therefore have found application in the
Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) and Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) standard methods texts, respectively [6, 7], In Chapter 3, a method was
developed and optimized using micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEK.C) to
separate the pyrethrin esters [8]. This technique allowed for the rapid determination of
pyrethrins in typical extract samples while utilizing small sample and solvent
requirements.
This Chapter describes the effects of varying several chromatographic parameters
to achieve CEC separation o f the pyrethrin esters in high quality standard extracts using
CEC with a ODS stationary phase. The optimized method was shown to be effective in
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separating and quantifying the pyrethrin esters in two commercially available insecticidal
products.

4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Reagents and Chemicals
The analytical pyrethrum standard was obtained from Cresent Chemical Co. Inc.
(Riedel-de-Haen-Pyrethrin technical mixture, “Pestanal”; Hauppauge, NY, USA).
Extract samples used for quantification were obtained from Fluka (Ronkonkona, NY,
USA) and the Pyrethrum Board o f Kenya (W.S.P.E. 1992 = “World Standard Pyrethrum
Extract” and PBK Pale Extract; Nakuru, Kenya). The “Pyrethrin Dip” and “Flea & Tick
Mist” (Both Adams™ brand, manufactured for Pet Chemicals, Memphis, TN, USA)
were obtained from a local veterinary office.

We used 2,2-dimethylpropiophenone

purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI) as an internal standard. HPLC
grade acetonitrile (MeCN)

and tetrahydrofuran (THF)

were purchased

from

Mallinckrodt & Baker Inc. (Paris, KY, USA) and Fischer Scientific Co. (Pittsburgh, PA,
USA) respectively. The buffer Tris (tris[hydroxymethyl]aminomethane) was purchased
from (Sigma, St. Louis MO). The stationary phase, specifically designed for CEC (i.e.
no endcapping), was graciously donated by Thermoquest (“CEC Hypersil”- pore
diameter = 120 A, pore volume = 0.65 mL/g, surface area = 175 m2/g, percentage of
carbon = 10%; Runcorn, UK). Polyimide coated fused-silica capillary columns with 100
pm i.d. x 350 pm o.d. were obtained from Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix, Arizona).
4.2.2. Instrumentation and Conditions
An HP3DCE capillary electrophoresis system (Hewlett-Packard, Waldbronn,
Germany) equipped with diode array detection (DAD) was used in the CEC mode for all
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experiments. The dimensions of the capillary were 33 cm x 100 (im I.D (25 cm packed
region). The inlet and outlet buffer vials were pressurized at 12 bar using nitrogen to
prevent bubble formation (CEC mode). The temperature of the capillary cassette was
maintained at 25°C, except for the temperature study. A 30 kV voltage was applied
across the capillary to produce electroosmotic flow. The UV detector was set to 254 nm.
All samples were injected electrokinetically (20 kV for 2 seconds). Data were collected
and analyzed using the HP3DCE Chem station software (Hewlett-Packard, Waldbronn,
Germany). The capillary packing pump was a Knauer pneumatic HPLC pump (Berlin,
Germany).
4.23. Sample and Buffer Preparation
The structures of the six pyrethrin esters are shown in Figure 1.3. Analytical
standard pyrethrum stock solutions were made by accurately weighing 20-100 mg of
pyrethrum extract in 1 mL MeCN. Pyrethrum extract samples used for quantification
were prepared by making various pg/mg (%w/w) concentrations of pyrethrum extract in
MeCN. Before injection, an accurately determined aliquot o f the stock was combined
with a known amount of the mobile phase to properly match the composition of the
sample and mobile phase. Buffer solutions were made by dissolving the appropriate
amount of Tris buffer in 10 mL of deionized water and adjusting to pH 9. A volume
fraction of the aqueous Tris buffer solution was combined with an appropriate volume
fraction of organic modifier depending on the mobile phase being studied.
The “Pyrethrin Dip” and “Flea & Tick Mist” were analyzed to show the utility of
this method on complex samples. The “Pyrethrin Dip” was mixed with an equal volume
of MeCN to reduce the viscosity o f the sample. Because the “Flea & Tick Mist” contains
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an order o f magnitude less pyrethrins than the “Pyrethrin Dip” and its viscosity was
acceptable for direct injection, the “Flea & Tick Mist” was analyzed directly from the
bottle.
4.2.4. Preparation o f Packed Capillary Columns
Capillary columns were packed in our laboratory according to a procedure
developed elsewhere [9]. Stationary phase was slurried in acetone at a concentration of
0.2 gm/mL, and sonicated for 2 minutes. Then 1 mL of slurry was injected through a
Rheodyne injector connected to a stainless steel reservoir. The injector was connected to
the pump and the reservoir was connected to a capillary. The other end of the capillary
was connected to a union containing a 0.5 (im frit. The pump pressure was set to 400
bar until visible inspection of the capillary showed that it was filled with stationary
phase. The pump was then shut off, the pressure was released and the excess slurry was
flushed form the reservoir. The capillary was reconnected and the pump was set to 400
bar for 2 hours. After the 2 hours in which the stationary phase was settled within the
capillary, the first frit was made with a home built Nichrome heater. The capillary was
removed from the bottom union and the excess stationary phase was expelled using a
pump pressure of 200 bar. This pressure was maintained for 2 hours and the second frit
was then fabricated.

Finally, the detector window was made by burning the outer

capillary polymer coating 1 cm from the outlet frit. The capillary was then flushed with
mobile phase for 1 hour and installed in a capillary cartridge. Columns were conditioned
with mobile phase by applying 12 bar to the inlet side while ramping the voltage from 525 kV over a 30 minute period. Both the inlet and outlet vials were pressurized and the
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voltage was set to 30 kV for another 30 minute period or until the current response
stabilized. This procedure was used whenever a new mobile phase was tested.

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Initial Separation of Pyrethrins
It is customary to start method development schemes in HPLC by using a binary
acetonitrile and water mobile phase and that tradition has carried over to CEC [10, 35,
36]. Only partial separation o f the 6 pyrethrin esters was achieved using a mobile phase
consisting of MeCN /25 mM Tris-HCl, (80:20, pH 9) as shown in Figure 4.1. The
selectivity achieved by this system cannot resolve pyrethrin I (PI) from cinerin I (Cl) and
pyrethrin II (PII) from cinerin II (CII), respectively. Aside from insufficient resolution,
these initial results indicate that fast, potentially high efficiency separations were
possible using CEC if resolution could be improved. Several factors were studied to
achieve complete separation of the six pyrethrin esters including the packed capillary
length, column temperature, and mobile phase composition. In this work, the pyrethrins
were identified using the photodiode array detector and comparing the UV spectra of
each peak to the known UV absorption maximums for the esters (Table 4.1).

4.3.2. Evaluation of Micelle Polvmer Mobile Phase Additives
In Chapter 3, the micelles o f sodium dodecyl sufate (SDS) and the micelle
polymer o f sodium N-undecyl sulfate (p-SUS) were shown to resolve all six of the
pyrethrin ester using MECC [8].

In addition, the micelle polymer of sodium N-

undecanoyl-L-glycinate (p-SUG) reduced migration times and increased selectivity in the
separation o f a complex cholesterol mixture using CEC [37]. Additionally, other
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Figure 4.1.

CEC electrochromatograms of a pyrethrin sample using 3 different
mobile phases. l=cinerin II, 2=pyrethrin II, 3=jasmolin II, 4=
cinerin 1,5=pyrethrin 1,6=jasmolin I.
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Table 4.1.

UV absorption data for the isolated pyrethrins
XnuxCnni) in solvent described in table.

Pyrethrin

Found

Literature [5]

Jasmolin I

180:20 MeCN-Tris)
226

Cinerin I

226

220

Pyrethrin I

226

222.5-223

Jasmolin II

234

229

Cinerin II

234

229

Pyrethrin II

229

227-228

(Hexane)
219

researchers have used chiral selector mobile phase additives in combination with ODS
stationary phases in CEC to enhance the chiral separations of N-derivatized amino acids
[38]. Recently, two publications reported the use of SDS below the CMC to prevent
bubble formation in CEC [39, 40]. Therefore, in an effort to improve resolution by the
addition of another mode of analyte interaction, we added SDS and p-SUS to the CEC
system respectively. We believed that the addition of these pseudo-stationary phases
would yield the benefits of both MECC and CEC. Figures 4.1b and 4.1c show the
electrochromatograms comparing the separations with the addition of SDS and p-SUS.
In this work, the concentration o f SDS was effectively 30 mM, well above the CMC.
Interestingly, there was no selectivity gained by the addition of either mobile phase
additive. The electroosmotic flow velocity was approximately the same regardless of the
mobile phase additive type and concentration. Resolution (not including the co-eluting
pairs-CII/PII and CI/PI) and theoretical plates increased when both the micelles and
micelle polymer were added yet the selectivity factor remained fairly constant (approx.
1.2). It appears that in this system, the dominant mode of analyte separation is partition
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into the stationary phase. The added surfactant may simply coat the stationary phase
rather than migrate freely in the mobile phase as in MECC.
43 3 . Evaluation of Stationary Phase Length
Increasing the length of the packed segment of the capillary from 25 cm to 40 cm
resulted in an approximately 3-fold increase to the migration times and theoretical plates
and a 2 fold increase in resolution (Figure 4.2).

The field strength decreased

proportionately with length from 1200V/cm for a 25 cm column to 750 V/cm for the 40
cm column. The EOF was reduced from 2.1 mm/s to 1.6 mm/s using the longer packed
column. There was no increase in selectivity since pyrethrin and cinerin I and II still co
eluted. Only moderate gains in theoretical plates and resolutions were achieved at the
cost of longer migration times, the shorter column was therefore used for subsequent
experiments.
4.3.4. Evaluation of the Mobile Phase Composition
The effects o f decreasing the proportion of MeCN on selectivity, resolution and
retention can be seen in Figure 4.3. Other investigators have seen both an increase and
decrease in EOF with decreasing proportion of MeCN in the mobile phase [41]. In this
study, the EOF decreases with decreasing % MeCN. Conversely, the migration times
and selectivity factors increase with decreasing MeCN due to changes in the partitioning
of the hydrophobic analytes between the stationary and mobile phase. As the mobile
phase becomes more polar (i.e. less organic modifier), the analytes partition into the
stationary phase to a greater extent. Enhancing the analyte interaction with the stationary
phase causes higher resolution between closely eluting peaks with concomitant longer
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migration times. In this case, we could alter the selectivity until the co-eluting cinerin
and pyrethrin I and II are separated by using 60% MeCN in the mobile phase.
A small fraction of a ternary solvent (THF) was added to the 60:40 MeCN/Tris
mobile phase to speed up the migration of analytes while retaining the selectivity
achieved by lowering the MeCN concentration. Comparison o f Figure 4.3c with Figure
4.4 shows the faster migration of analytes upon addition of THF. At THF concentrations
higher than 10%, the high elutropic strength of THF destroys the selectivity achieved by
the polar mobile phase (i.e. 60:40 MeCN /Tris). The addition of 10% THF to the 60:40
MeCN /Tris mobile phase reduces the total analysis time to below 16 minutes while
maintaining near baseline resolution between cinerin and pyrethrin I and II. Table 4.2
shows the theoretical plates, resolution and EOF time for each electrochromatogram.

Table 4.2.

Theoretical plates (N), resolution (R) and dead time marker (t0) for
% THF added to the mobile phase.
% THF
0
0
5
5
10
10
15
15
20
20

CII/PII
CI/PI
CII/PII
CI/PI
CII/PII
CI/PI
CII/PII
CI/PI
CII/PII
CI/PI

N
16432
23752
20833
23389
21588
22448
13583
16415
23352
25046

R
1.47
1.71
1.47
1.54
1.21
1.17
0.64
0.73
0.76
0.73

to (min)
3.03
2.44
2.35
2.71
2.61
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4.3.5 Evaluation of Column Temperature
An increase in temperature causes the viscosity o f aqueous-organic solvent
systems to decrease and therefore increases the electroosmotic flow [42].

Other

researchers have used high temperatures to decrease total analysis time without a
sufficient loss to resolution [42].

Figure 4.5 shows that the pyrethrin analytes are

thermally labile and seem to decompose at the studied temperatures giving rise to peak
splitting.

It is this very property of pyrethrins that makes the GC analysis of these

compounds problematic. Therefore, all subsequent separations were performed at 25° C.
4 3 .6 Separation and Quantification of Pyrethrin Extracts and Commercial
Pyrethrin Formulations
Because of the unavailability of the individual pyrethin esters, most HPLC
quantification methods use a technical pyrethrin sample as a standard. These methods
measure the peak height or area of one of the major peaks (i.e. pyrethrin I) to determine
the % pyrethrins based on the following formula:
% Pyrethrins = (H/H’) x (W’/W) x (% purity of Standard)

(4.1)

where H and H’ = the average peak heights of sample and standard and W and W’ =
grams o f standard and sample [43-45].
In this study we use the sum of the peak areas of Pyrethrin I (pyrethrin I, cinerin
I, jasmolin I) and Pyrethrin II (pyrethrin II, cinerin II, jasmolin II) versus the %
w/wpyrethrins to generate calibration curves. These working curves allowed for the
quantification of different pyrethrum extracts (i.e. Fluka, PBK, and WPSE 1992). The
composition of the tested pyrethrum extracts and the methods used for their
quantification are reported in Table 4.3. This optimized CEC method yielded excellent
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quantification data (Table 4.4). The data in Table 4.3 and 4.4 indicate that the amounts
of Pyrethrin I, Pyrethrin II, and the total Pyrethrin content determined by CEC compare
nicely those determined by the AOAC, PBK and HPLC methods. The manufacturer
reported data concerning W.P.S.E. 1992 shows that there is variability of about 8%
between the AOAC and PBK methods for determining the amount of pyrethrins.
Likewise, the RSD for the CEC determination of the pyrethrins is between 7-22%. The
accuracy of the CEC determinations is high compared to the other methods used for
quantification.

The percent difference between the CEC determined values and the

manufacturer’s reported values for the various extracts are 2-9%.
Both the “Pyrethrin Dip” and “Flea & Tick Mist” were chosen as representative
commercial samples since each contained different % of pyrethrins and other complex
matrix components (Table 4.5).

Electrochromatograms of the “Dip” and “Mist” are

shown in Figure 4.6. The presence of the pyrethrin ester in these samples was confirmed
by matching retention times to the standard extract separation, UV spectra o f the peaks,
and by spiking pyrethrin standard mix to the samples.

Table 43 .

(1)
(2)
(3)

Composition of the various pyrethrum extracts.

Extract
Fluka W.S.P.E 1992
Pale Extract
(PBK)
(AOAC)_______ (PBK)
(Method)*_________ (HPLC)
Pyrethrin I
n/a
12.70
10.80
31.42
Pyrethrin II
n/a
8.16
8.62
18.59
Total Pyrethrins
app. 25%
20.86
19.42
50.01_____
*Method Definitions:
HPLC: External Standard Method (Assay supplied by manufacturer)
PBK: GC Quantitation method
AOAC: wet chemical technique
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Table 4.4.

CEC quantification data of the 3 pyrethrin extracts.

Extract

Fluka

W.S.P.E

Pyrethrin I
12.6±1.2 (9%)*
Pyrethrin II
8.6±0.6 (7%)
Total Pyrethrins
22.912.1 (9%)
n —4
* = average ±standard deviation (% RSD)

Table 4.5.

1992

11.1±1.3 (12%)
8.311.3(16%)
20.512.6 (13%)

Pale Extract
24.1±3.9 (16%)
19.514.3(22%)
45.718.1 (18%)

Composition of the “Pyrethrin Dip” and “Flea & Tick Mist”.

Ingredients_____________ Pyrethrin Dip___________ Flea & Tick Mist
Pyrethrins

0.97%

0.15%

Piperonyl butoxide
N-octyl bicycloheptene

3.74%

1.50%

Dicarboximide
di-N-propyl

5.70

0.50%

Isocinchomeronate
nylar 2-[ 1-methyl-2
(4-phenoxy-phenoxy)
ethoxy] pyridine

1.94

N/A

N/A

0.15

Inert ingredients

87.65%

97.70%
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60

Figure 4.6.

min

CEC o f (a) “Pyrethrin Dip” and (b) “Flea & Tick Mist”. l=cinerin
II, 2=pyrethrin n , 3=jasmolin II, 4= cinerin I, 5=pyrethrin I,
6=jasmolin 1 ,7= piperonyl butoxide.
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4.4. Conclusions
Our goal in this work was to show the benefits of using CEC to quickly separate
and identify the pyrethrin esters in formulations that contain various concentrations of
these insecticidal esters.

Using the optimized conditions determined in these

experiments, one can completely separate the six pyrethrin esters in under 16 minutes.
Currently, most HPLC methods require gradient elution to achieve pyrethrin separation
in about 20 minutes [46]. Due to the limited concentration sensitivity of CEC, samples
with low % pyrethrins must first be extracted and possibly concentrated. Depending on
the sample matrix and pyrethrin content in these formulations, simple extraction
procedures can be used that make the complete determination fast and sensitive.
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Chapter 5.
Separation of the Tocopherol Isomers Using Capillary
Electrochromatography: Comparison of Monomeric and Polymeric
C3 0 Stationary Phases
5.1. Introduction
Vitamin E is a significant vitamin in the health industry due to the numerous
health benefits it offers.

Its antioxidative properties can potentially retard the

development o f precancer lesions and tumors [1,2]. It has also been used to prevent
sterility, the formation o f some carcinogens, and to combat free radical reactions that can
cause DNA mutations [3].

When combined with vitamins A, C, and carotenoids,

vitamin E appears to strengthen the immune system and is therefore attracting increasing
interest [4]. Vitamin E, like most naturally occurring forms of vitamins, exists as several
isomers (a-, (3-, y-, and 5-tocopherol, and a-tocopherol acetate, refer to Figure 1.3 for
structures).

These isomers have different antioxidative properties, but the most

biologically active is a-tocopherol. Therefore, the separation of these isomers is of great
interest, yet has been especially challenging so far.
Reversed-phase (RP) HPLC using standard octadecyl (Ci8) stationary phases
could only separate two ( a and 5) o f the four isomers with two co-eluting ({3 and ytocopherol) [5-7]. Although octadecyl (ODS Cis) stationary phases have been commonly
used to separate a variety of compounds, they have had difficulty separating extremely
hydrophobic and isomeric compounds [8 ]. In response to these limitations, a polymeric
C3o stationary phase was specifically developed to separate the carotenoid isomers using
HPLC [9-12]. This new stationary phase has also shown utility in the HPLC separation
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of the tocopherol isomers by achieving partial separation (e.g. resolution of 1.28) of the (3
and y isomers [4]. The enhanced shape recognition and selectivity in these separations
was attributed to the high order of the longer alkyl chains as well as the dense surface
coverage resulting from polymeric synthesis o f the bonded phase [13].
Conventionally, HPLC has been used to separate biological compounds.
Recently, the use o f capillary electrochromatography (CEC), a hybrid separation
technique of liquid chromatography and capillary electrophoresis, has gained popularity.
It has been shown that CEC provides high resolution, short analysis time, smaller sample
and buffer consumption, and efficiencies five to ten times higher than HPLC [14].
Recently, Sander et. al. used a polymeric C 30 stationary phase and CEC to separate
carotenoid isomers [15]. In that work, they compared column selectivity and efficiency
using liquid chromatography (LC), as well as isocratic, and gradient CEC [15]. They
concluded that several chromatographic variables such as molecular shape, polarity, and
silanol interactions could be manipulated in creating a “designer phase”. In the only
other manuscript to date using C 30 and CEC, retinyl esters in seal liver extracts were
separated using a completely non-aqueous mobile phase [16]. The reported EOF was
much lower than aqueous based Cu separations, yet the selectivity toward the highly
hydrophobic retinyl esters was significantly higher than corresponding LC based
separations [16].
In the early 1980’s, it was recognized that certain Qg columns used in HPLC
provided enhanced separations of structural isomers [17, 18]. These initial observations
stimulated detailed study between polymerically and monomerically bound Qg stationary
phases [19]. The data from these studies seemed to support the idea that large, rigid
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structural isomers (i.e PAH’s and carotenoid) were better discriminated with polymeric
stationary phases while compounds not constrained to rigid conformations (i.e.
alkylbenzene analogs) exhibited similar retention behavior with both polymeric and
monomeric phases [18].
The term “shape selectivity” is used to describe the chromatographic quality of
certain stationary phases to recognize and separate certain geometric isomers based on
their molecular shape [20].

Studies o f shape selectivity toward constrained isomers

began by the systematic evaluation o f commercially available Ci8 RP HPLC columns
manufactured by both a monomeric and polymeric synthetic strategies. These detailed
studies yielded the “Column Selectivity Test Mixture for Liquid Chromatography
(Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons)” (i.e. NIST SRM 869a). This test mixture could be
used to evaluate a stationary phase and classify it as polymeric, monomeric or
intermediate based on the ratio of selectivity factors of two of the analytes in the mixture.
Results o f years o f study to enhance the shape recognition of rigid isomers have yielded
interesting conclusions. In a recent Perspectives manuscript, Sander et. al. concluded
that molecular shape recognition can be enhanced by (1) polymeric surface modification,
(2) increasing bonded phase density, (3) longer alkyl chain length, (4) higher organic
modifier content, and (5) lower temperatures [20].
In this Chapter, we report a comparison of the separation of the four tocopherol
isomers and tocopherol acetate using isocratic CEC with a monomeric Qg and
monomeric and polymeric C30 stationary phase using a variety of mobile phases. As
with HPLC, the alkyl chain length, bonding chemistry, and use of end capping as well as
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type and elutropic strength of mobile phase play an important role in the selectivity and
efficiency achieved using CEC.

5.2. Experimental
5.2.1. Reagents and Chemicals
Tocopherol standards (a, |3, 8 , y, a-acetate) were purchased from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO, USA). Structures of the tocopherols are shown in Figure 5.1. HPLC grade
solvents were used for preparation of mobile phases. Samples were prepared in solvent
mixtures

of

(methanol/buffer),

(acetonitrile/buffer),

(acetone/buffer),

and

(dichloromethane/buffer) with compositions similar to the mobile phase conditions.
NIST SRM 869a Column Selectivity Test Mixture for Liquid Chromatography was a gift
from Dr. Lane Sander. The samples were concentrated for use in CEC by combining
several aliquots, evaporating the solvent, and reconstituting in 200 pL of MeOH. A
“Mixed Tocopherol” Vitamin E supplement was purchased from General Nutrition Corp.
(Pittsburgh, PA, USA). This sample contained 1000 IU’s of a tocopherol as well as
trace amounts of (3, 8 , y, tocopherols according to the manufacturer’s label. The gel from
the Vitamin E capsule was dissolved in methanol and analyzed without further
manipulation o f the sample.
5.2.2. Column Preparation
Hypersil “CEC” C lg was provided as a gift form Thermoquest (San Jose, CA).
The polymeric C 30 stationary phase was purchased from Bischoff Chromatography
(Leonberg, Germany) and the monomeric C30 stationary phase was a gift of the Nomura
Chemical Co., LTD (Japan) (refer to Table 5.1 for stationary phase physical
characteristics).
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(3-tocopherol

y-tocopherol

5-tocopherol

a-tocopherol acetate

Figure 5.1.

Structures of the tocopherol isomers.

All stationary phases were packed into fused silica capillaries using a previously
published procedure [21-23]. Polyimide coated capillary columns with 100 |im ID x 350
pm OD were obtained from Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix, Arizona). Columns were
conditioned with mobile phase by applying 12 bar to the inlet side while ramping the
voltage from 5-25 kV over a 30 minute period. Both the inlet and outlet vials were
pressurized with 12 bar of nitrogen, and the voltage was set to 25 kV for another 30
minute period or until the current response stabilized.

This procedure was used

whenever a new mobile phase was tested.
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Table 5.1.
Packing
Material

Characteristics of the stationary phases used in this study.
Particle
Size
(tim)

Pore
Size
(A)

Surface
Area
(m2/g)

Carbon Phase
End Capping
Load
Coverage
(%)______(pmole/m2)

Monomeric
Cl 8

3

120

175

10

-

no

Monomeric
C30

3

140

300

18

1 .8

yes

Polymeric
C30

3

260

109

1 2 .6

3.3

no

5.2.3. Capillary Electrochromatographv
Isocratic CEC separations were performed using a HP3DCE instrument with vial
pressurization modification (Hewlett-Packard, Wilmington, DE).

Electrokinetic

injections were carried out at 20 kV for 3 seconds. Separations were conducted at 30
kV, with inlet and outlet vials pressured to 12 bar with nitrogen. UV detection was
performed at wavelengths o f 214 and 254 nm.

5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1. CEC Separation of Tocopherols using Cm
Figure 5.2 shows the CEC separation of the five tocopherol isomers using a Ci8
stationary phase and several different mobile phases. Other investigators have also tried a
variety o f non-aqueous mobile phases for CEC separations [16, 24, 25].

Major

selectivity differences are observed when different elutropic strength mobile phases are
utilized, but none that we tried was able to increase the selectivity between the co-eluting
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P and y-tocopherol isomers. As in HPLC, the Qg bonded phase does not have the
molecular recognition ability to resolve the y, (3 tocopherol isomers using CEC. The
EOF, as measured by injection of acetone, was in the range of 1.1-1.8 mm/s which was
comparable to those reported in similar manuscripts [15]. In this and all separations
reported here, we were able to utilize mobile phases that contained no additional buffer
or electrolyte [26].

Based on the results obtained using the Qg bonded phase, we

determined that mobile phases composed of methanol or a combination of methanol and
trace amounts of water would provide the best resolution, selectivity and migration times
using a higher selectivity stationary phase.
5.3.2. CEC Separation of Tocopherols using a Polymeric Cm Stationary Phase
Since longer alkyl chain length is known to have increased selectivity and
molecular recognition toward the tocopherol isomers, we explored the use of C30 bonded
phases in CEC for their ability to resolve the tocopherol isomers [12]. Unfortunately,
our initial attempts at making frits from the C30 phase were unsuccessful due to failure of
the frits under pressure and/or voltage.

Recently, Wikstrom et. al. reported that

stationary phases with low sodium content (i.e. under 1500 ppm), would not form stable
sodium silicate frits [27]. Flushing the packed C30 capillary column with 10 mM sodium
chloride prior to and during the frits burning process resulted in the formation of stable,
robust frits.
As in HPLC, partial resolution was achieved using the polymeric C30 stationary
phase and CEC (Figure 5.3) [4]. Using a pure methanol mobile phase, the EOF was 35%
lower than that generated by the Cig phase system. Interestingly, the EOF was roughly
the same for the C u and polymeric C3o stationary phases using the 50/50 MeOH/Acetone
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and 45/45/10 MeOH/Acetone/Water mobile phases. The EOF is altered by both the
stationary phase surface modifications and the mobile phase composition. Using the
polymeric C30 and methanol mobile phase only achieves slight selectivity between the (3
and y isomers. From our experience with HPLC, the addition of trace amounts of water
to the mobile phase usually enhances resolution at the expense of longer migration times.
By using a mobile phase composed of 45/45/10 MeOH/acetone/water, we obtained
improved resolution between the isomers. In an attempt to achieve baseline separation,
we systematically increased the water content of the methanol mobile phase. Figure 5.4
shows that the highly hydrophobic tocopherols must partition into the C30 stationary
phase layer to a greater extent as the water content in the mobile phase is increased. The
tocopherols failed to elute in all attempts to use more than 10% water due to the limited
solubility o f the isomers in water. Although the EOF remains relatively unchanged, the
selectivity of the isomers is increased due to changes in the partition coefficients as a
result o f the increased polarity of the mobile phase. The higher selectivity due to the
increased polarity of the mobile phase also causes longer migration times.
To study the effects of bonded phase properties on the separation of the
tocopherol isomers, we compared the separation achieved with both polymeric and
monomeric C3o in C E C (Figures 5.3 and 5.5).

Table 5.1 compares the physical

characteristics of the two C3o stationary phases as well as the Q g used in these studies.
The most relevant physical differences are the type and density of bonded phase, particle
surface area and presence of endcapping. The endcapped monomeric C 30 should result
in both a slower EOF, due to the lack of free silanol groups on the packing, and increased
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interaction between

the tocopherol

isomers

and the bonded phase.

The

electrochromatograms in Figure 5.5 show that the EOF is 50% slower when pure MeOH
and MeOH/ACE mobile phases are used with the monomerically bond C30 phase
compared to the polymeric C30 phase.

The resolution between the P and y isomers

increased from 0.60 with the polymeric C30 to 0.95 with the monomeric C30. The EOF is
higher for mobile phases consisting of 50/50

MeOH/acetone and 45/45/10

MeOH/ACE/water but resolution is lower. Again, we found that adding small fractions
o f water to the MeOH mobile phase yielded greater resolution between the p and y
isomers (Figure 5.6). The difference in resolution of the P and y isomers achieved with
pure MeOH and MeOH/water is dramatic. One percent water added to the methanol
mobile phase increased the resolution between the P and y isomers from 0.44 to 1.50.
We believe that the decreased phase loading of the monomeric C30 phase, higher surface
area, and endcapping increases the interactions of the tocopherol isomers with the
stationary phase.

The polymeric C3o phase interacts to a lesser degree with the

tocopherol isomers due to the higher phase loading and faster EOF supported by a high
proportion of free silanol groups.
S 3 3 . Stationary Phase Selectivity
In an effort to understand the selectivity differences between the monomeric and
polymeric C30 stationary phases, we used the well established NIST SRM 869a “Column
Selectivity Testy Mixture for Liquid Chromatography”. This solution is a mixture of 3
PAH’s in acetonitrile:

benzo[a]pyrene (BaP), 1,2:3,4:5,6:7,8-tetrabenzonaphthalene

(TBN), and phenanthro[3,4-c]phenanthrene (PhPh. Figure 5.7 shows the structures of
these test compounds. This test mixture was designed as an aid to characterize the
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Effect of 1% water added to the methanol mobile phase on selectivity
between f), y tocopherol isomers using a monomeric C30 stationary
phase.
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BaP

TBN

PhPh

Figure 5.7.

Structures of the 3 PAH’s used in “NIST SRM 869a Column
Selectivity Test Mixture for Liquid Chromatography’’.

stationary phase selectivity toward constrained, rigid molecules. The elution order of these
three compounds has been correlated to the inherent stationary phase selectivity. In
general, the separation order BaP<PhPh<TBN is observed for monomeric phases,
PhPh<TBN<BaP for polymeric phases and PhPh<BaP<TBN

for phases with

“intermediate” bonded phase coverage. A quantitative measure uses the selectivity
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coefficient ctxBN/BaP where
CtTBN/BaP = k ’-rBN/k’ BaP

(5 .1 )

k’ = ( t R-to)/to

(5 .2 )

and

and tR and to are the retention times o f the analyte and void volume marker (i.e. EOF
marker). A selectivity coefficient greater than 1.7 indicates monomeric stationary phase
characteristics, and values less than 1 are obtained using polymeric phases.

Values

between 1 and 1.7 indicate an intermediate type phase that may reflect light
polymerization with di- or trifunctional reagents or densely loaded monomeric phases.
Figure 5.8 shows the two electrochromatograms of the separation of SRM 869a using the
two C30 stationary phases classified as polymeric and monomeric by the manufacturers.
The selectivity coefficient (octbn/bhp) obtained in Figure 5.8a for the polymeric

C 30

phase

was 0.51 which supports the manufacturers claim of a polymeric phase. Conversely, the
selectivity of the “monomeric” phase was 1.52 indicating an “intermediate” type bonded
phase (Figure 5.8b).
5 J .4 . Vitamin E Supplement Analysis
We wanted to show the utility of this new CEC method for separating tocopherol
isomers in a complex matrix.

For simplicity, we choose a readily available mixed

tocopherol supplement tablet. The major component listed was d-alpha tocopherol with
beta, gamma and delta also being listed as ingredients. After a simple extraction of one
gel capsule in methanol, a-tocopherol is easily measured using this new CEC technique
(Figure 5.9).
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mobile phase.
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CEC electrochromatogram of a commercial vitamin E "mixed
tocopherol” supplement after a simple dilution in methanol.
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In addition, the trace amounts o f y, P-tocopherols and a-tocopherol acetate were also
detected and separated.

5.4. Conclusions
We have developed a separation strategy for the baseline resolution of the
tocopherol isomers using CEC. As in HPLC, the longer C30 alkyl chain stationary phases
exhibits greater selectivity and molecular recognition for large geometric isomers such as
tocopherols. In this case, the monomeric C30 is able to baseline resolve the challenging
(3, y-tocopherol isomers. A methanol mobile phase with a small proportion o f water
provided the elutropic strength needed to completely resolve the tocopherols.

This

“monomeric C30” was characterized as having “intermediate” type bonded phase
properties and therefore it had a lower bonding density. The low bonding density along
with the higher surface area o f the “monomeric C30” phase and presence of endcapping
enhanced the tocopherol isomeric recognition and selectivity compared to the polymeric
phase.
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Chapter 6.
Development of Capillary Electrochromatography Chiral Stationary
Phases
6.1 Introduction
Our laboratory has been involved in the ongoing development of chiral pseudostationary phases used in micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) [1-3]. These
amino acid based surfactant micelles act as effective chiral discriminators and are added
to the mobile phase in MEKC separations. It was shown by Wang and Warner that
polymerization of the peptide surfactant into polymer micelles has several advantages
[4]. First, by polymerizing the micelles, the dynamic equilibrium between the monomer
and micelle is removed. Second, lower concentrations of the polymerized micelle can be
used since the polymer form is independent of the critical micelle concentration (CMC).
The lower concentration of polymerized micelle has shown itself highly conducive to
mass spectrometry application and is one area we would like to pursue further [5].
Published research from our laboratory has shown the effectiveness o f the chiral
separation of some neutral, cationic and acidic pharmaceuticals as well as polyaromatic
hydrocarbons using polymerized N-undecylenyl-L-valinate (poly-SUV) as the chiral
resolving pseudo-stationary phase in MEKC [2, 3]. Currently, polymerized micelles are
being studied that contain two amino-functional groups (i.e. N-undecylenyl-L-valinevaline (poly-SUW), N-undecylenyl-L-valine-leucine (poly-SUVL) at the polar head
region and these are yielding promising results in their chiral analyte resolving abilities.
Figure 6.1 shows the structure of the monomeric unit of the chiral surfactant and
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Figure 6.1.

Structures of the chiral moieties: (A) SULV monomer, and (B) SULV
polymeric micelle.

a generalized interpretation of the polymeric micelle.

One drawback of using these

monomeric and polymeric materials in MEKC is that they can only be used once per
separation, requiring a constant supply o f new material. An alternative approach would
be to use these compounds as actual stationary phases tethered to traditional silica beads.
Figure 6.2 shows a representation of monomeric and polymeric SULV bonded to silica
or APS. In this fashion, either LC or CEC could be used to determine the effectiveness
o f these chiral phases in separating chiral analytes. Therefore this chapter shows the
results of attempts at bonding the monomeric and polymeric SULV to silica for use as
stationary phases in CEC and LC. It is my belief that these stationary phases will be as
effective as their pseudo-stationary phase counterparts. The advantages of making these
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Bead

Figure 6.2.

Representations of the new chiral bonded phases: (A) SULV
monomer, and (B) SULV polymeric micelle.

actual stationary phases are obvious-columns can be purchased or made with the chiral
discriminator built in rather than mixing it with the running buffer, no detection
interference, and facile combination with mass spectrometry.
The monomers o f SULV surfactant have terminal double bonded carbons similar
to the Cis olefin used in reversed phase silane chemistry (i.e. ODS) and are used to attach
these functional groups to the free silanols groups on silica. Therefore, in this work, a
similar synthetic routine will be used in which the surface of silica gel is first
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functionalized with triethyoxysilane to form a surface covered in a layer of silica
hydride. The monomeric SULV can then be easily attached to the modified silica gel
surface via hydrosilation in the presence of a metal catalyst. Figure 6.3 represents the
synthetic scheme used in this work and is known as silanization/hydrosilation. Using
this well established bonded phase chemistry, we anticipate the formation of an organic
layer bonded to the surface of the silica bead that will behave similarly to reversed phase
material except that the presence of chiral centers on the amino acid polar head
functionalities will facilitate the chiral resolution of analytes.
The polymeric micelles of SULV will be attached to amino-propyl silica via
peptide coupling linkages. Amino propyl silica (APS) is a silica gel with a surface
coverage o f amino propyl groups. Since the terminal carbons of the hydrocarbon tail
region o f the surfactant are utilized to polymerize the micelle, the polar head group can
be used to form a peptide linkage with amino propyl silica according to the reaction
pathway shown in Figure 6.4 [6].

6.2 Experimental
6.2.1. Reagents and Chemicals
Anhydrous N, N-DMF was obtained form Fisher Scientific (Houston, TX, USA).
Triethoxysilane (Fluka, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was used for the synthesis of the silica
hydride intermediate. A 100 mM solution of hexachloroplatinic acid (Strem Chemicals,
Newburyport, MA, USA) in 2-propanol was used as the catalyst for hydrosilation
reactions.

Both the peptide coupling reagent, HATU (0-(7-azabenzotriazol-l-yl)-

1,1,3,3-tetramethyl uranium hexafluorophosphate) and the N,N-diisopropyl ethyl amine
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(DIPEA) were obtained from Adrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, WI) and were used as
received.

The silicas used were Kromasil APS (Keystone Scientific), Hypersil APS

(Hypersil, Ltd, Runkom, UK) and Luna bare silica (Phenomenex).

The physical

characteristics of these materials are listed in Table 6.1. Spectra grade KBr was obtained
from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Milwaukee, Wl) and was kept dry in a dessicator and
vacuum dried before use. All organic solvents were HPLC grade and used as received.
6.2.2. Instrumentation
All synthesized samples were sent to MHW Laboratories (Phoenix, AZ, USA) for
elemental analysis (C, H, N). Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT)
spectra were obtained using a Perkin Elmer 1760 model spectrometer (Norwalk, CT,
USA) equipped with a deuterated triglycine sulfate detector (DTGS).

The samples

consisted of 50:50 mixtures of the silica material and spectral grade KBr. The mixture
was placed in a 2-mm diameter sample cup. Spectra consisting o f 16 scans, referenced
against pure KBr over the range 4000-450 cm'1, were obtained at a resolution of 2 cm'1.

Table 6.1
Packing
Material

Physical characteristics of the silica gels used as supports.
Particle
Size
(pm)

Pore
Surface Carbon
Volume Area
Load
(mlVg) (m2/g)
(%)

Phase
End Capping
Coverage
(jimole/m2)

Kromasil
APS

5

100

340

-

-

yes

Hypersil
APS

3

120

170

2

2.05

no

LUNA
Silica

3

100

400

-

-

no
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Isocratic CEC separations were performed using a HP3DCE instrument with vial
pressurization modification (Hewlett-Packard, Wilmington, DE).

Electrokinetic

injections were carried out at 20 kV for 3 seconds. Separations were conducted at 30
kV, with inlet and outlet vials pressured to 12 bar with nitrogen. UV detection was
performed at wavelengths o f 214 and 254 nm. In addition, a modified form of fi-HPLC
was conducted by pressurizing the inlet of the capillary with 12 bar using no run voltage.
This format allowed use to use normal phase type mobile phases that cannot be used in
CEC to determine the optimum conditions for achieving chiral separations using our new
bonded phases.
6.23. Synthetic procedure of silica hydride intermediate
LUNA silica gel (0.5 gm), which was dried under vacuum for 24 hours, was
added to a three-neck 250 ml round bottomed flask along with 15 mL dry dioxane
followed by 1 mL of 3 M HC1 solution. The mixture was heated to about 70-80°C and 6
mis of 0.5 M triethoxysilane (TES) were added over a period of 10 minutes.

The

mixture was gently refluxed for about 6 hours, after which the product was washed
consecutively with portions o f THF, diethyl ether, and acetone. The final product was
dried under vacuum for 24 hours and analyzed via DRIFT IR spectroscopy.
6.2.4. Synthetic procedure of monomer SULV silica
A portion (0.14 gm) of the acid form o f monomeric SULV, 50 ml of dry
toluene and 10 mL o f 100 mM hexachloroplatinic acid (Spiers’s catalyst) were added to
a 3 neck 250 ml round bottom flask. The mixture was gently heated to 60-70°C for 1
hour. The silica hydride intermediate (0.1 gm) was slowly added over a period of 1 hour.
The reaction proceeded for 24 hours.

The mixture was then washed with several
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portions of ethanol, toluene, and acetone. After drying the product for 24 hours under
vacuum, it was submitted for elemental analysis.
6.2.5. Synthetic procedure polymeric SULV silica
50 mL of anhydrous NN-DMF and 0.300 gm of the salt form of the polymeric
micelle p-SULV were added to a 250 mL round bottom flask.

After the p-SULV

dissolved, 0.215 gm of the base DIPEA was added to de-protonate the acid p-SULV
head group.

Next, 0.057 gm of the peptide coupling agent, HATU, was added and

stirred for 1 hour. Finally, 0.5 gm of amino propyl silica was slowly added over 20
minutes. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 100 hours after which the mixture was
filtered and washed with several aliquots of solvent.

The product was dried under

vacuum for 24 hours and submitted for elemental analysis and characterized by DRIFT
IR spectroscopy.

Elemental analysis was also used to characterize the APS before

reaction with p-SULV.
6.2.6. Column Preparation.
Once these silica based stationary phases were synthesized, they were packed
into capillary columns as described in Chapters 1 and 4.

6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1. Synthesis and characterization of silica hydride intermediate.
Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform (DRIFT) IR was used to
characterize the silica hydride intermediate as well as all stationary phases characterized
in this work.

Figure 6.5 shows the spectra of LUNA silica before and after the

silanization reaction. In this figure, bare silica is compared against the silica hydride
intermediate and the product after attachment of a layer of monomeric SULV to the
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silica hydride. In Figure 6.5 A, the broad band between 3000-3500 cm'1 is indicative of
the silanol groups covering the outside surface of the silica bead. There are no other
characteristic features in the IR spectra of the bare silica. Conversely the appearance of a
peak at 2150 cm'1 in Figure 6.5 B is indicative of Si-H stretching vibrations and is a
result o f the conversion o f a fraction of the total silanol groups to silica hydride via
silanization.
63.2. Synthesis and Characterization of monomeric SULV silica.
Initial attempts at synthesizing monomeric SULV were conducted using a
different synthetic scheme than that shown in Figure 6.3. The earlier literature cites
procedures in which the organic moiety was reacted with dimethylchlorosilane before
being attached to bare silica as shown in Figure 6.6. Table 6.2 (batch #1 and #2) shows
the results of elemental analysis o f several attempts using this procedure with our
monomeric SULV.

The low carbon percentages indicate negligible carbon load.

Therefore, the newer silanization/hydrosilation reaction was utilized and resulted in
higher carbon loads indicative of attachment of a layer o f monomeric SULV onto the
silica hydride (refer to Table 6.2, batch #3 and #4).

Further characterization using

DRIFT IR spectroscopy shows the presence of aliphatic C-H symmetric and asymmetric
stretching modes via absorption between 2850-3000 cm'1.

In addition to elemental

analysis data, both the reduction in the peak size of the silica hydride stretching vibration
(i.e. 2150 cm'1) and the appearance of the peaks between 2850-3000cm'1 in Figure 6.5
offer evidence of the formation of an organic layer of monomeric SULV on the silica
support.
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Figure 6.5.

DRIFT IR spectra of A) bare silica gel, B) silica hydride
intermediate, and C) monomeric SULV silica bonded to silica
hydride.

Table 6.2.

Elemental analysis of several batches of monomeric SULV silica.

Bonded Phase
Batch

%C

%H

%N

#1

5.02

0.69

0.84

#2

4.73

1.00

0.38

#3

9.81

1.85

0.52

#4

7.73

0.56

0.11
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6J J . Synthesis and Characterization of polymeric SULV silica.
The first attempts at synthesizing polymeric SULV silica also resulted in low
carbon loading indicative o f low yield reactions (Table 6.3). The amino propyl silica
used was non-endcapped (Hypersil APS) and was not exhaustively dried before use. It is
believed that water interacts with the surface of silica and possibly deactivates it toward
future synthetic attachment. Endcapped and dried APS was characterized via elemental
analysis and used for subsequent synthesis (Table 6.4). Both the elemental analysis and
DRIFT IR characterization of the product indicate successful attachment of the
polymeric micelles to APS (Table 6.4 and Figure 6.7 C). By subtracting the carbon and
nitrogen content o f the APS (i.e. due to amino, propyl, and endcapping groups) from the
final reaction product, a good estimate of the carbon load can be made concerning the
chiral bonded phase. Several other stationary phases were examined for comparison to
the poly SULV stationary phase. Table 6.5 shows the elemental analysis data collected
for these similar phases. The percent carbon for the poly SULV is in between that of Ci8
and APS and is higher than the Chirex 3020 Pirkle type chiral stationary phase.
A comparison o f the DRIFT IR spectra for polymeric SULV silica product and
octadecyl silica (ODS) confirms the presence o f an organic material associate with the
silica (Figures 6.7 C and D). The extent of functionalization cannot be determined from
IR data but the presence of C-H stretching modes similar to those observed with aliphatic
carbon chains is convincing evidence of the bonding of polymeric micelles to APS. The
DRIFT IR spectra of several stationary phases were compared in Figure 6.7.

The

structures of the organic moiety attached to silica are shown in Figure 6.8. The spectra
o f APS shows the very small intensity peaks between 2850-3000 cm'1 indicative of CH
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stretching (Figure 6.7 B). These peaks are attributed to the propyl functional groups as
well as the endcapping composed of trimethylsilane (TMS) groups. Since this was used
as the starting material for the poly SULV silica, comparison o f the starting material
Table 6.3.

Elemental analysis of several batches of polymeric SULV silica.

Bonded Phase
Batch

%C

#1

2/78

trace

O jF

#2

3.19

0.46

0.60

Table 6.4.

%H

%N

Elemental analysis of endcapped APS and polymeric SULV silica.

Bonded Phase
Batch

%C

%H

%N

APS

5.29

1.47

1.50

#3

16.99

2.85

1.89

Difference

11.70

1.38

0.39

Table 6.5.

% carbon of various stationary phases.

Bonded Phase
Batch
Chirex 3020

%C

7.0

ODS

21.4

APS

5J

Poly LV (APS) #4

12.6
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and product (i.e poly SULV silica shown in Figure 6.7 C) shows differences in the
intensity of the peaks indicative o f CH stretching. This gives further evidence that the
polymeric micelles o f SULV are attached to the propyl amine groups of the silica bead.
In addition, comparison of the DRIFT IR spectra of a commercially available “PirkleType” chiral stationary phase shows similarities that gives further support of the success
o f bonding of the micelles to silica.
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Figure 6.7.

DRIFT IR spectra of A) Chirex 3020, B) APS, C) polymeric SULV
attached to APS, D) ODS.

63.4. Separations using monomeric SULV silica.
In order to evaluate the usefulness of the monomeric SULV silica chiral
stationary phase, capillaries were packed with material and used in CEC and capillaryLC. The stationary phase was first evaluated by using a mobile phase of 80/20
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Structures of the different stationary phases tested.
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ACN/Tris buffer at pH 9. Acetone is used in CEC as a neutral EOF marker and was
therefore injected after the column was packed and equilibrated. This stationary phase
shows values of EOF similar to typical reversed phase materials used in CEC under
similar mobile phase conditions.

Attempts at using this same set of conditions to

separate chiral compounds such as binapthol, binaphtol amine, ephedrine, and ibuprofen
were unsuccessful.

Because CEC relies on the application of a voltage, a buffered

aqueous solution is required as a component of the mobile phase. In order to assess the
stationary phase under normal phase conditions (i.e. low polarity mobile phase), the CEC
mode could not be used. Therefore, using the CEC instrumentation, a small pressure (12
bar) was applied to the inlet side of the capillary in order to pump a hexane mobile phase
through the capillary.

Normal phase conditions also proved unable to effect chiral

separation.
63.5. Separations usine polymeric SULV silica.
The first few batches of polymeric SULV stationary phase were also
unsuccessful as a chiral resolving stationary phase. A potentially low surface coverage
o f organic moiety was assumed to be the cause of the lack of chiral recognition.
Extensive research from our group has shown excellent chiral separation of several
classes o f compounds using polymeric SULV as a pseudo stationary phase in MEKC.
Improvements in the synthetic routine previously discussed allowed for the development
of higher loads of the polymeric SULV to the silica. In the most recent batch of poly
SULV stationary phase, selectivity of a test mixture of neutral analytes was obtained.
Figure 6.9 shows a typical CEC based separation of a 4 component PAH test mixture
obtained using a Clg stationary phase and an 80/20 ACN/Tris buffer mobile phase. This
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Figure 6.9.

Electrochromatogram of a PAH test mixture using a C tg stationary
phase and CEC. Peaks: (1) dimethylphthalate, (2) diethylphthalate,
(3) biphenyl, (4) o-tertphenyl.

PAH mixture was routinely used to test the selectivity of packed CEC columns made in
our laboratory. Comparison of resolution, selectivity and migration times was used to
indicate how well columns were packed. In this work, the test mixture was used to
examine the selectivity o f the new chiral poly SULV stationary phase. In past batches,
very little to zero separation of this test mixture was achieved. Figure 6.10 shows the
separation o f this test mixture achieved using the most recent batch (i.e. highest carbon
yield) o f poly SULV silica. The EOF was measured using acetone and was found to be
comparable to that achieved with ODS phases (i.e. 1.1 mm/s). The next injection was
the PAH test mixture which contained a fifth compound listed in the figure caption for
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Figure 6.10. The migration order and selectivity of these compounds with this new
stationary phase is similar to that achieved with ODS. Since these are hydrophobic
analytes, they most likely partition into the hydrophobic portion o f the micelle and thus
interact with this stationary phase in a similar manner as with ODS.
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Figure 6.10. CEC electrochromatogram o f a PAH test mixture using A) acetone
(EOF= 1.1 mm/s), and B) PAH test mixture and the newest batch of
poly-SULV silica stationary phase. Peaks: (1) dimethylphthalate, (2)
diethylphthalate, (3) biphenyl, (4) o-tertphenyl, (5) dioctyl phthalate.
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Figure 6.11. CEC electrochromatogram of a PAH test mixture using two different
mobile phases A) 78% ACN/22% 100 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5,
B) 80% ACN/20% 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, and a PAH test
mixture with the newest batch of poly-SULV silica stationary phase.
Peaks: (1) dimethylphthalate, (2) diethylphthalate, (3) biphenyl, (4)
o-tertphenyl, (5) dioctyl phthalate.
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Similarly to ODS based CEC separations of this PAH test mixture, changes in the
mobile phase composition alter migration times and resolution. In Figure 6.11, the ratio
of organic modifier to aqueous buffer and the concentration of phosphate buffer are
changed. The result is that a higher fraction of ACN and a lower concentration of buffer
cause the separation to be faster and less resolved.

6.4.

Conclusions

In this chapter, several batches o f both monomeric and polymeric SULV were
synthesized using different organic approaches in order to produce stationary phases
with the highest degree of phase loading possible. The monomeric SULV yielded low
elemental analysis indicating low phase loading even though the DRIFT IR spectra
confirmed the presence of

an organic material on the silica.

The lack of chiral

separation using these phases is most likely due to the low load of chiral moieties
attached to the silica gel. A better understanding o f the synthetic mechanism and some
practical synthesis alterations may, in the future, yield higher bonding and thus chiral
recognition from these type o f stationary phases. The Pirkle type chiral stationary phases
have been studied extensively and are good chiral resolving stationary phases (Figure
6.8). Since the monomeric units o f SULV are similar in structure to the Pirkle type
phases, they should, in theory, be able to yield chiral resolution.
The polymeric SULV stationary phase yielded slightly more encouraging results
in that the highest phase loaded batch did resolve a group of PAH analytes with similar
resolution to ODS. More work with this batch of polymeric SULV silica should, under
the right conditions (i.e normal or reversed phase, pH, CEC or capillary LC), yield chiral
separation.
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Chapter 7.
Conclusions and Future Research
Pyrethrin has and continues to be a potent and commercially popular insecticide
worldwide. Because of its strong efficacy, yet short environmental lifetime and non
toxicity to humans, pyrethrin esters will most likely continue to be a well used and well
received insecticide.

In analytical chemistry, efforts must always lead to improved

ways o f isolating, separating, identifying, and quantifying chemical compounds. In this
work, I have tried to develop several novel separation schemes including MEKC, CEC
and a combination NMR/molecular modeling project in hopes of improving the body of
information concerning the characteristics of the pyrethrin esters. These studies have
led to the development o f new ways of separating these structurally similar compounds.
In addition, I have used the technique of Capillary Electrochromatography to devise a
better, more complete separation of the tocopherol isomers that are important to the
health industry.

Finally, I have led our research groups focus into the design and

fabrication of some novel chiral stationary phases based on the polymeric micelle
technology explored in our group and several other research groups around the world.
In Chapter 1 of this dissertation, an extensive review of the history, isolation and
characterization, and chemical analysis of pyrethrum flowers and the insecticide derived
from them was presented to provide a background on the compounds that were the
major focus of this work.

Several analytical separation techniques, including High

Performance Liquid Chromatography, Micellar Electrokinetic Chromatography, and
Capillary Electrochromatography were used improve our ability to separate the
compounds quickly and completely.

In addition, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and
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Molecular Modeling were used together to study the properties and structures of the
pyrethrin esters.
In Chapter 2, the separation of pyrethrins using MEK.C was developed and
optimized. The MEKC method can be considered an improved, alternative separation
technique compared to the traditional HPLC technique. This technique uses a power
supply rather than mechanical pumps as the driving force. In addition, small quantities
o f sample and reagent are used compared to the liters of potentially toxic organic
solvent commonly used in HPLC. The separation achieved by this MEKC technique
yields very high efficiency separation in a shorter time compared to HPLC.

The

optimized method determined from these studies showed that 30 mM SDS, pH 9, 25 %
(v/v) CAN, 25 mM Tris buffer and 25 kV run voltage yielded the best separation of the
pyrethrin esters in less than 25 minutes with high efficiency. This method also offers
high peak area and retention time reproducibility and low detection limits.
Chapter 3 examines the combination of several one and two-dimensional NMR
techniques with molecular modeling to determine the three dimensional structure of
Pyrethrin I and II in an aqueous environment. This work reported the first time that a
combination of HMBC and NOESY 2-D NMR experiments provided unambiguous
assignments of the resonances for cyclopropyl and vinyl gem-dimethyl groups of both
pyrethrin I and II. The use of the 2-D techniques allowed for simultaneous throughspace connectivity o f the protons in pyrethrin I and II. The 3-D relationship between
the hydrogens of pyrethrin I and II was established through ‘H-'H NOE measurements.
Molecular modeling was used to confirm the through-space intramolecular interactions
determined by the NOESY measurements. In this work, there was excellent agreement
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between the intramolecular hydrogen atomic distances determined by the molecular
modeling and series of 2-D NMR techniques.
The separation and quantification of the pyrethrin esters are described in
Chapter 4.

In this work, a method utilizing Capillary Electrochromatography was

developed in order to separate the pyrethrin esters in both plant extracts and actual
insecticidal samples containing pyrethrin. Only four of the six esters were resolved
with two co-eluting when a common mobile phase was used (80/20 ACN/Tris buffer).
Addition of up to 1% (w/v) polymeric micelle (p-SUS) did not improve separation of
these compounds.

Increasing the column length also did not improve resolution

although it did increase the migration times of all the esters. Fortunately, increasing the
percentage of the aqueous fraction of the mobile phase did resolve the six pyrethrin
esters. As in HPLC, a small addition of a third component improved resolution and
decreased the overall separation time. The optimized separation scheme utilizing a Cis
stationary phase and a 55/35/10 ACN/Tris buffer/THF mobile phase at room
temperature was used to separate the six esters from complex matrixes of flea shampoo
and an insecticidal spray.
The promising results yielded from the Capillary Electrochromatographic
separation of the pyrethrin esters in Chapter 4 lead to the investigation of separating
other isomeric compounds using unique stationary phases with CEC.

Therefore,

Chapter 5 discusses the use of Capillary Electrochromatography with specially designed
stationary phases (i.e. monomeric and polymeric C30) to separate the isomers of
tocopherol. Interestingly, these isomers are very hard to effectively separate using ODS
type stationary phases in HPLC due to the hydrophobicity and long straight chain
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composition of these molecules. In an effort to improve the reversed phase separation
of these compounds, longer alkyl chain stationary phases were explored in the early
1990’s. In this work, both monomeric and polymeric C30 stationary phases were used to
determine if better selectivity and resolution could be achieved using these stationary
phases with the higher efficiency technique of CEC. The results o f these indicated that
the monomeric C30 provided better separation of the tocopherol isomers than the
polymeric C 30 .

The endcapped monomeric C30 was shown to actually have

“intermediate” type bonding properties and therefore may provide a better interactive
environment for the tocopherols than the nonencapped polymeric C30. By adding a very
small proportion of water to a methanol mobile phase, five tocopherol isomers were
baseline resolved. The separation of a commercially available vitamin E supplement
showed the ease and utility o f this method.
Chapter 5 describes the results of several experiments involving the bonding,
characterization, and use o f a novel stationary phase for CEC or LC. Successful
bonding of the polymerized micelles of SULV to amino propyl silica is documented
using elemental analysis and DRIFT IR spectroscopy. Initial separations using this
stationary phase under typical CEC conditions look promising. Similar selectivity and
EOF were obtained between this phase and ODS.
Future studies in this area should focus on making improvements to the
synthesis procedures, use additional characterization methods of these stationary
phases, and the exploration of several different separation strategies including CEC,
capillary LC and open tubular CEC. Improvements to the synthetic routine may
increase the attainable phase loading. The highest practical surface coverage needs to
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be achieved in order to rule out low loading as a possible problem for future
development o f this project. In addition to the elemental analysis and DRIFT IR that
should be performed on every batch made, magic angle spinning Si Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance has been used recently to characterize the surface functional groups on silica
beads. This technique may offer unique insight about the bonding of these monomeric
and polymeric moieties onto the silica. Finally, a broad range of applications should be
explored in order to find the right set of conditions for this stationary phase to work
best. Normal phase conditions will have to be explored using capillary LC whereas
CEC can be used for revered phase type studies. The bonding of the monomer and
polymer surfactant to the capillary wall directly may also be an alternative that could
show promise.
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